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Abstract
Indoor locating systems (ILSs) for locating assets (e.g. work pieces or tools) in manufacturing
enterprises increase transparency, reduce search times on the shop floor and help to optimize
intra-logistics of the enterprises. However, despite the potential for efficiency gains the
adoption of ILSs in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is restrained by the associated efforts.
For SMEs an ideal ILS would be based on a standard low-cost technology for decreasing
hardware costs, offer a simple way of introduction and minimal operational effort. Therefore,
the thesis investigates design and associated localization methods of a Bluetooth low energy
(BLE)- and received signal strength indicator (RSSI)-based ILS that possesses simplified
calibration procedure or even totally eliminates it and, thus, decreases efforts related to its
initial deployment.
The thesis proposes two research concepts. The first concept is intended for simplification
of the calibration procedure (in fact, acquisition of fingerprints) and leverages automatic
movement that is available in industry (e.g. a conveyor or a robot) for this purpose. The
second concept proposes an idea of spatial distribution of fixed nodes into emitters and
receivers. For investigation of the named research concepts a BLE- and RSSI-based ILS has
been implemented. As a localization approach, the core idea of the ring overlapping based on
comparison of received signal strength indicators (ROCRSSI) range-free localization technique
is used in the system.
Tests of the implemented ILS conducted in two test venues have shown that fixed nodes
spatially distributed into emitters and receivers perform better than the merged ones (both
in terms of localization accuracy and in terms of deviation of localization errors from their
means). Preliminary calibration of the system with the help of an automatic movement (in
this particular case, with the help of a line-following robot) has led to ambiguous results and
demands additional investigations.
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1 Introduction
The introduction gives a motivation for this research, poses its objectives and briefly describes
the scope of the thesis (see Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 correspondingly). The introduction also
provides an outline of the thesis’s structure (see Section 1.4).
1.1 Motivation
Indoor locating systems (ILSs) deployed at manufacturing enterprises are able to improve
their efficiency due to generally improved transparency of shop floor operations. Real world
usage reports confirm the positive effect that manufacturing enterprises are able to achieve
while using locating systems. However, despite the potential for efficiency gains the adoption
of ILSs in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is restrained by the associated efforts. For
SMEs an ideal ILS would be based on a low-cost technology for decreasing hardware costs,
offer a simple way of introduction and minimal operational effort. An ILS system design,
in particular appropriate localization methods that consider all of the previously stated
characteristics demand an investigation. Contributing to this investigation is the overall goal
of this thesis.
1.2 Objectives
Among all the technologies that are used for the indoor localization, such as infrared (IR),
ultrasound and camera-based, radio frequency (RF) is the most favorable due to portability,
low cost and low power consumption of the used sensors. Among different approaches for
the indoor wireless (RF) localization methods, received signal strength indicator (RSSI)-based
triangulation that operates with the path-loss nature of RF signals is the most promising
for building a low-cost system, since it can be applied only with few modifications of the
base technology and with hardware of standard wireless technologies such as Bluetooth low
energy (BLE) and Wi-Fi.
For RSSI-based ILSs simplicity in their introduction (in their initial deployment) implies that
efforts associated with calibration, which is used by the RSSI-based ILSs in order to increase
their localization accuracy, have to be eliminated or reduced to a minimum.
13
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Therefore, the thesis aims at the investigation of an RSSI-based ILS design and the associated
localization methods that reduce or even totally eliminate efforts involved in the calibration
procedure while providing a localization accuracy that is sufficient for reducing search times
on the shop floor. The accuracy of localization depends on use cases, however a sub-room
level (i.e. localization within the accuracy of a corner of the room) is typically sufficient for
most use cases.
1.3 Scope
The calibration procedure of an ILS is in most cases based on acquisition of fingerprints
(spatially anchored RSSI values) within a shop floor, where the system is going to be applied.
Whereas researchers try to reduce the system’s calibration time (for instance, by reducing the
number of fingerprints) and thus to decrease the cost of the system, there are no investigations
that leverage automatic movements that are often available at manufacturing enterprises (e.g.
conveyors or robots) for the purpose of preliminary calibration of the system. Calibration
with the help of an automatic movement may provide the following advantages:
1. A vast amount of fingerprints can be acquired along the conveyor (or along the motion
path of any other source of automatic movement), if its speed and frequency of the
fingerprints’ acquisition allow to put it into practice. Increase in number of fingerprints,
in theory, improves localization accuracy of the system.
2. Usage of an automatic movement for the purpose of preliminary calibration of the
system may decrease the system’s deployment time and thus reduce its cost.
In this thesis the ring overlapping based on comparison of received signal strength indicators
(ROCRSSI) range-free localization technique is going to be used as an underlying localization
approach. All of the found investigations of ROCRSSI-based ILSs consider the systems’ fixed
nodes (non-mobile nodes with known coordinates for reference) to be emitters and receivers
at the same time. This is not desirable for a low-cost system, since hardware that is able to
emit and receive is typically more expensive. The efficiency of ROCRSSI-based ILSs operating
with the fixed nodes that are spatially distributed into emitters and receivers has not yet been
researched.
Based on the identified knowledge gaps, two research concepts are proposed. The first
concept leverage an automatic movement for the purpose of preliminary calibration of the
system. The second one considers idea of spatial distribution of the system’s fixed nodes into
emitters and receivers. This master’s thesis represents an investigation of the two proposed
concepts. For their investigation an ILS has been designed and implemented. The ILS provides
several localization strategies that thoroughly cover the two proposed concepts. The strategies
are evaluated and compared with each other by accuracy of localization estimates and by
deviations of localization errors from their means.
14
1.4 Outline
1.4 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 – Literature review: The chapter presents use cases of ILSs in manufacturing en-
terprises and outlines existing indoor localization methods. Based on the identified
knowledge gaps two research concepts are proposed. In the end of the chapter research
questions formulated on the basis of the two proposed concepts are stated. The research
questions are intended to identify approaches for ILS design that minimize required
calibration effort.
Chapter 3 – System design: In this chapter the design of the prototype ILS that is intended
to address the research questions posed in the previous chapter is presented. Firstly,
the prototype ILS’s architecture is described. Secondly, the underlying localization
algorithm and localization strategies formulated on its basis and covering the two
research concepts proposed in the previous chapter are explained. Then, mathematical
basis of the fingerprints’ acquisition with the help of an automatic movement that is a
core idea of one of the proposed research concepts is provided. In the end, an approach
to the noise filtering is proposed and an optimized beacon configuration is discussed.
Chapter 4 – System implementation: This chapter explains, how the system design pro-
posed in the previous chapter has been implemented. It describes the graphical user
interface (GUI) of the client’s Android application, explains main implementation logic
both on the client and on the server sides, provides description of the server’s database
(DB) structure and covers the question of the client-server communication. The descrip-
tion is supported by figures and Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams.
Chapter 5 – System evaluation: Several sessions of experiments have been conducted. The
chapter provides both overview of the conducted experiments (including their method-
ological sequence and description of the test venues) and detailed analysis of their
results. The detailed analysis is intended for evaluation of ideas underlying the two
research concepts proposed in Chapter 2 as well as for evaluation of the implemented
RSSI filter. The evaluation is performed in terms of localization accuracy and in terms
of deviation of localization errors from their means. The chapter provides also the
mathematical basis for the evaluation.
Chapter 6 – Conclusions: This chapter summarizes the thesis and provides suggestions for
possible extensions of the implemented ILS as well as suggestions for future research.
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The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.1 provides use cases of ILSs in manufacturing
enterprises and gives real world usage reports that confirm their potential; Section 2.2 outlines
existing indoor localization methods and describes advantages of the ROCRSSI range-free
localization technique originally proposed by Liu et al. [1], which core idea is used in this
master’s thesis; Section 2.3 summarizes identified knowledge gaps; Section 2.4 formulates two
research concepts and poses research questions aiming at closing the identified knowledge
gaps.
2.1 Use cases of ILSs in manufacturing enterprises
ILS solutions that operate in real time can be effective for different industries. Taking into
consideration only primary localization function of such kind of systems the following use
cases can be proposed. In semiconductor industry ILSs are used, for instance, for localization
of wafer lots on the shop floor. Any shop floor may leverage an ILS for the purpose of work
pieces’ or tools’ search. Cosmetic industry, for example, may consider to use an ILS for
localization of tanks for the cosmetic production.
However, compound solutions could bring more efficient results. Some of the tags that could
be attached to the sought objects possess sensors and buttons. As a compound solution, it
is proposed to not only localize the tag attached to a sought object, but also leverage data
that can be obtained from its sensors when an estimation of location is performed. For
example, temperature, humidity and pressure sensors may monitor technological process
which parameters are strictly determined. Buttons can be used for receiving a feedback from
an operator, who has approached the sought object. For instance, in cosmetic industry press
of one of the tag’s buttons may indicate that a tank is empty and should be filled out.
Hawkins [2] has reviewed another compound solution (the system named Applied Smart-
Move), where two technologies have been combined: real-time locating system (RTLS) and
workflow automation software integrating the RTLS with the already existing manufacturing
execution system (MES). The author states that at least 20% of an operator’s time is expended
in tracking and locating lots and interacting with MES for logging of their locations. However
the MES does not prevent from an erroneously logged location or from a lost lot.
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The proposed and reviewed Applied SmartMove system solves the problem outlined above.
Whenever a lot is selected by the MES for its further processing, the RTLS locates the lot. A
flashing light-emitting diode (LED) on the tag attached to the lot helps to identify the lot
when operator comes closer to it. The tag’s display informs operator about the destination
tool for further processing of the lot. Besides the LED and the display, the tag is also provided
with buttons that allow to convey simple notifications (such as process outcome or emergency
situation) to the system. All this frees operator to log notifications and lots’ locations manually
into the MES, minimizes errors while logging and saves operator’s time.
Together with already named advantages of the Applied SmartMove system, such as raise of
operator’s productivity and two-way communication to and from the operator, Hawkins [2]
states also the following one: information about locations of lots may be used for optimization
of decisions on the shop floor. For instance, lots’ transition time can be reduced, if a system of
priorities assigned to the lots according to their proximity is introduced.
In the review [2] Hawkins provides also some statistics from customers. According to the
author, a logic manufacturer implemented RTLS has claimed about an 82% decrease in
lot delivery time, a 13% betterment in on-time delivery and a 7% improvement in labor
productivity. A big memory manufacturer that has eliminated necessity to manually log lot
locations in the MES saved $900k per year in operator time. A large semiconductor foundry
that has deployed the Applied’s workflow technology in order to automate standard factory
exception processing has resulted in an 18% factory throughput growth.
Successful statistics listed above and the outlined Applied SmartMove system itself show
clearly that compound solutions involving other systems of an enterprise and leveraging not
only location of the tag attached to a sought object, but also some concomitant data from it or
establishing a communication interface both to and from operator should be considered and
proposed as use cases for ILSs.
Since the literature confirms potential of ILSs, there have been many attempts at localization
strategies, which are reviewed in the next section.
2.2 Review of indoor localization methods
Akeila et al. [3] state in their paper that among all the sensors that are used for the indoor
localization, such as ultrasonic sensors and cameras, the RF ones are the most favorable due
to their portability, low cost and low power consumption. The authors also state that one of
the wireless (RF) technologies that is widely used for the indoor localization is Bluetooth due
to its present widespread among mobile phones and portable electronic devices as well as
due to its low cost. The new BLE technology included as a key technology into the Bluetooth
Core Specification Version 4.0, which official adoption has been declared by the Bluetooth
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Special Interest Group (SIG) in July 2010 [4], also provides an additional and core advantage:
low power consumption.
Different approaches for the indoor wireless localization methods have been already proposed:
angle of arrival (AOA), distance-based triangulation such as RSSI-based and time of arrival
(TOA)-based methods and fingerprint-based positioning [5]. The RSSI-based triangulation
operates with the principle of RF signal’s attenuation with the distance from the emitter.
This method is the most promising for building a low-cost system, since it can be applied
only with few modifications of the base technology and with hardware of standard wireless
technologies such as BLE and Wi-Fi. In comparison, as it is stated by Akeila et al. [3], usage
of TOA for obtaining distances entails the following difficulties: despite of good accuracy, it
demands some modifications to the actual Bluetooth specifications, as well as highly accurate
systems for time measure.
Luo et al. [6] distinguish two primary categories of RSSI-based localization techniques:
range-free localization techniques that do not require prior knowledge about the surrounding
environment and the effect on signal strength, and range-based localization techniques that
demand initial calibration of the system in order to know, how the signal propagates within
the environment. Luo et al. [6] also distinguish two main subcategories of the range-based
localization techniques: RSSI map-based and path-loss model-based algorithms.
The RSSI map-based algorithms work with a pre-built map of fingerprints (spatially anchored
RSSIs). A typical example of the RSSI map-based algorithm is the k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
training based algorithm described by Bahl and Padmanabhan [7].
At the heart of the RSSI path-loss model-based algorithms lies a model of the signal strength’s
regression with the distance (path-loss model). Some parameters of this model demand their
calibration grounding on a set of RSSI values collected at different sample points of the test
venue. Wang et al. [5] and Oguejiofor et al. [8] present two different path-loss models and
approaches for their calibration.
Calibration of the system, either for building of a fingerprints’ map or for adjustment of
a path-loss model, is time-consuming. This increases the system’s deployment time and
hence the system’s cost. Reducing this effort has been approached by reducing the number
of fingerprints required for calibration [9], which aims at minimizing the manual work
involved.
Another way of reducing the system’s deployment time lies in the total elimination of the
system’s calibration procedure (range-free localization techniques). Some of the range-free lo-
calization techniques show good localization performance – for instance, the refined ROCRSSI
range-free localization technique presented by Frattini et al. and denoted as ROCRSSI++ [10].
Luo et al. [6] have shown that even the original, not refined version of the ROCRSSI range-free
localization technique shows good results in comparison with RSSI path-loss model-based
and RSSI map-based algorithms. Moreover, Liu and Wu [11] have demonstrated in their
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research that the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique outperforms approximate point-
in-triangulation test (APIT) (another range-free localization technique proposed by He et al.
[12]) in terms of several characteristics, although (as it is stated by He et al. [12]) the latter
performs best for randomly deployed wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in comparison with
other range-free localization techniques, such as centroid localization, DV-HOP localization
and amorphous localization. The ROCRSSI localization technique operates with several fixed
nodes, which position within an indoor area is known.
2.3 Identified knowledge gaps
The following knowledge gaps have been identified in the field of indoor localization:
1. Whereas reducing the calibration effort has been approached by reducing the number
of fingerprints [9] (minimization of the manual work involved), there are no researches
that leverage automatic movements that are often available in industry (e.g. conveyors)
for the purpose of simplifying of the required calibration procedure. Calibration with
the help of an automatic movement may decrease the system’s deployment time and
thus reduce its cost. Besides, the fingerprints that are going to be acquired during the
calibration procedure could be considered as additional reference points of the system.
The increase in number of reference points may, in theory, improve localization accuracy
of the system.
2. In this thesis the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique is going to be used as an
underlying localization approach. While the ROCRSSI does not require calibration it has
the disadvantage that it assumes that the fixed nodes are emitters and receivers at the
same time. This is not desirable for a low-cost system, since hardware that is able to emit
and receive is typically more expensive. The effectiveness of the ROCRSSI in the case of
fixed nodes that are spatially distributed into emitters and receivers has not yet been
researched. The spatial distribution of fixed nodes into emitters and receivers allows
to reduce expenditures on the system, since separate emitting and receiving devices
are typically cheaper than the hardware that is able to emit and receive simultaneously.
In this master’s thesis, simple BLE beacons serve as signals’ emitters. The beacons are
inexpensive. This allows to easily increase the number of the beacons, which itself, in
theory, should favour a betterment of the localization accuracy of the system.
Investigation in the field of the identified knowledge gaps is intended to identify approaches
that are able to reduce cost of the final ILS and/or improve its localization accuracy.
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2.4 Research questions
This master’s thesis aims at closing identified knowledge gaps that are summarized in Section
2.3. As a result, two research concepts are proposed. The first concept aims at leveraging
automatic movement that is available in industry (e.g. a conveyor) for the purpose of simpli-
fying of the required calibration procedure. The second concept uses range-free localization
technique with fixed nodes that are spatially distributed into emitters and receivers. Based on
these two concepts the following research questions have been posed:
1. What is an effective design for an algorithm that leverages automatic movements for
the calibration purposes?
2. How does the proposed calibration procedure with the help of an automatic movement
influence the localization accuracy of the system?
3. How does spatial distribution of fixed nodes into emitters and receivers influence the
localization accuracy of the system, which localization approach is based on the core
idea of the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique?
4. How does joint usage of the two proposed concepts influence the localization accuracy
of the system?
5. How do the two proposed concepts for minimizing (or even total elimination of) cali-
bration time perform in comparison?
The research questions are intended to identify approaches for ILS design that minimize
required calibration effort while achieving an accuracy that is able to reduce search times on
the shop floor.
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In this chapter design of the prototype ILS that is intended to address the research questions
posed in the previous chapter is presented. The chapter is structured as follows: Section
3.1 describes architecture of the prototype ILS; Section 3.2 explains the ROCRSSI range-free
localization technique [1] and its refinements (namely, the ROCRSSI+ [13] and the ROCRSSI++
[10]), which core idea is used as a localization approach of the prototype ILS; in Section 3.3
five localization strategies based on the ROCRSSI and covering the two research concepts
proposed in the previous chapter are explained; Section 3.4 provides mathematical basis of
the fingerprints’ acquisition with the help of an automatic movement that is a core idea of one
of the proposed research concepts; in Section 3.5 an approach to the noise filtering is given; in
Section 3.6 aspects of an optimized beacon configuration are discussed.
3.1 Architecture
This section introduces the principle components that form the implemented prototype ILS
and presents the block diagram of the system.
3.1.1 Components
In order to address the research questions stated in Section 2.4 a prototype ILS has been
designed and implemented. Only standard hardware has been used in consistence with
the overall design goal of a low-cost system. Therefore the system has been built on the
basis of BLE technology. The BLE devices possess low cost and consume low power. The
latter advantage implies less efforts for maintenance of hardware (in particular, for changing
batteries) and, consequently, reduction of the system’s operational costs. The principle
components that form the implemented ILS are listed and briefly described below:
1. Anchor: BLE compatible Android smartphone serving as signals’ receiver. Coordinates
of anchors are known to the system and are used for implementation of the localization
algorithm. In the client-server architecture of the system anchors play role of clients.
They scan for available BLE devices and form scan results that are sent to the server’s
DB. The Android clients are also used for filling the server’s DB with experiments’ con-
figuration data and for graphical representation of the currently conducted experiment.
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Communication between the Android clients and the server is implemented with the
help of web services. For the prototype ILS implemented in this thesis Motorola Moto G
2014 Android smartphones have been used as anchors of the system.
2. Reference node: BLE beacon serving as signals’ emitter. Coordinates of reference nodes
are known to the system and are used for implementation of the localization algorithm.
Texas Instruments (TI) CC2541 SensorTags serve as reference nodes of the system.
3. Tag: standard BLE beacon that plays role of an asset (sought) beacon. The TI CC2541
SensorTag acts as a tag.
4. Access point: Wi-Fi router. The access point is utilized for establishing a local wireless
network that is used for the client-server communication. The TP-LINK AC750 wireless
router serves as an access point of the system.
5. Server: laptop with Wi-Fi adapter. The server is used for allocation of the web services
and DB. On the server localization algorithm is performed. For the prototype ILS the
server has been allocated on a Lenovo ThinkPad T430 laptop.
6. Source of automatic movement: automatic movement that is available in industry (e.g.
conveyor). The source of automatic movement is used for the purpose of preliminary
calibration of the system (namely, in the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure). In order to
test the implemented ILS in an environment, where conveyor or any other industrial
source of automatic movement is absent (e.g. in a classroom), a line-following robot has
been proposed and used as a source of automatic movement. The Pololu m3pi robot
has been used for this purpose.
3.1.2 Block diagram
Components of the system that are used for depiction of the block diagram have been
listed and briefly described in Section 3.1.1. The implemented ILS presenting a client-server
architecture is shown in Figure 3.1.
The block diagram of the system that is depicted in Figure 3.1 represents the case when fixed
nodes are spatially distributed into emitters (reference nodes) and receivers (anchors). As
a source of automatic movement, a conveyor is illustrated. Along the conveyor acquired
fingerprints are shown. Theoretical basis of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is de-
scribed in Section 3.4, whereas its GUI and logic are provided in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3
correspondingly.
Every Android client (anchor) operating in the system scans for available BLE devices (ref-
erence nodes and a tag) and obtains their RSSIs. The obtained RSSIs are accumulated and
filtered. After the filtering the client forms a scan result and sends it to the server’s DB. Any
Android client can also be used for configuration of experiments. Implementation of the scan
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the system
procedure (together with getting RSSIs, filtering them for noise, formation of a scan result and
sending the scan result to the server’s DB) is described in Section 4.2.2. The implemented GUI
that is responsible for the configuration of experiments is demonstrated in Section 4.2.1.
Every Android client is able to communicate with the server via the dedicated local Wi-Fi
network. The communication is organized with the help of web services.
The server allocates web services and DB and performs localization algorithm using the
current experiment’s configuration data and scan results received from the clients. Implemen-
tation details of the client-server communication (in particular, its core logic, main scenarios
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and procedures) are described in Section 4.4. Description of structure of the DB is provided in
Section 4.3.1.1
3.2 Localization algorithm
This section presents theoretical basis of the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique, which
core idea is used in the implemented ILS. First of all, idea of original ROCRSSI [1] is described
in detail. Then, its refinements (namely, the ROCRSSI+ [13] and the ROCRSSI++ [10]) are
described. In the end, the grid-scan algorithm [12] that aims at calculation of the center of
gravity (CoG) of the rings’ intersection area found by the ROCRSSI is explained.
3.2.1 Original ROCRSSI range-free localization technique
As a localization approach, the core idea of the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique
proposed by Liu et al. [1] is applied for the system. The ROCRSSI uses rings’ intersection for
the estimation of the tag’s location. Liu et al. [1] consider that a tag (the authors name it as
“sensor node” ) operates with a series of overlapping rings in order to narrow down possible
area, where it is located. In the implemented ILS calculation of the rings’ intersection area is
done by the server. The calculation is based on measurements made by each anchor. Below
the ROCRSSI proposed by Liu et al. [1] will be interpreted according to the architectural and
hardware characteristics of the implemented ILS. However, its core idea stays unchanged.
Liu et al. [1] state that the core idea of the ROCRSSI is based on the assumption that along a
certain direction the signal strength decreases monotonically with the distance. This assump-
tion allows to predict, grounding on the received signal strengths, which from the senders is
spatially farther or closer to the receiver.
Figure 3.2 shows three fixed nodes A, B and C and a tag T, which location has to be found.
Every fixed node can emit and receive signals, the tag T only emits signals. The rings
can be generated by comparison of signal strengths a fixed node receives from the tag T
and from the rest of two fixed nodes. For instance, let us assume that the fixed node A
receives the following signal strengths from the tag T and fixed nodes B and C respectively:
RSSITA, RSSIBA, RSSICA. The last subscript letter in the RSSI notations denotes the node
that measured the signal strength and the first subscript letter denotes the node (or tag)
emitted the signal. Let us also assume that the received signal strengths form the following
inequalities: RSSICA > RSSITA > RSSIBA. In that case the tag T most probably falls inside
the ring with center at fixed node A, and inner and outer radiuses AC and AB respectively. In
1The data model diagram (DMD) that reflects the structure of the server’s DB is depicted in Figure B.1 in
appendices.
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Figure 3.2: Core idea of ROCRSSI by the example of three fixed nodes A, B and C and a tag T
a similar way, let us assume that for the fixed nodes B and C the following inequalities are
fulfilled: RSSITB > RSSIAB > RSSICB (then the tag T most probably falls inside the circle
with center at fixed node B and radius BA) and RSSITC > RSSIAC > RSSIBC (then the tag T
most probably falls inside the circle with center at fixed node C and radius CA). As a result,
the tag T can be located at the CoG of the hatched intersection of the ring and two circles. The
ROCRSSI does not map the received signal strengths to the corresponding absolute distances
between the senders and the receivers. Therefore the ROCRSSI is categorized as a range-free
localization technique.
It should be mentioned here that surrounding environment is usually different in different
directions. Zhou et al. [14] note that this causes irregularity of radio propagation in most
environments. That is, different directions have different path-loss behavior of the signals,
which itself may cause errors while building the inequalities of the ROCRSSI. The errors
arise from violation of the core idea of the ROCRSSI that is based on the assumption of
homogeneity of radio transmission in a large range of direction. Thus, as stated by Liu et al.
[1], the ROCRSSI does not accommodate radio irregularity and can make incorrect estimations
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and create wrong rings. However, the grid-scan algorithm aiming to define the CoG of the
rings’ intersection helps to reduce the influence of the wrong rings (the grid-scan algorithm is
described in more details in Section 3.2.3). Consequently, as concluded by Liu et al. [1], the
ROCRSSI generates small localization errors even if very irregular radio propagation takes
place.
3.2.2 Refinements of the original ROCRSSI
The original ROCRSSI proposed by Liu et al. [1] has several drawbacks. During the following
years after the proposition of the ROCRSSI these drawbacks have been specified. Thus the
refinements of the original algorithm denoted as ROCRSSI+ [13] and ROCRSSI++ [10] have
appeared. Description of the two named refinements and drawbacks that they overcome are
given below.
The ROCRSSI+ proposed by Crepaldi et al. [13] is designed to handle the situations when a
tag lies outside of the determined circles. The original ROCRSSI ignores such kind of situation,
since it assumes that the area outside of the determined circles is unbounded (infinite) and no
improvement to the tag’s localization could be achieved in this case.
T
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(a) ROCRSSI
C
E
T
Legend:
- tag
- fixed node
- tag’s estimated location
A
B
(b) ROCRSSI+
Figure 3.3: Difference between ROCRSSI and ROCRSSI+ while considering the area outside
of the determined circles
Let us again assume a system consisting of tree fixed nodes A, B and C and a tag T, which
location has to be found (Figure 3.3). Let us also assume that after measurement of RSSIs
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performed by anchors that are parts of the fixed nodes the following inequalities have been
built: RSSICA > RSSIBA > RSSITA, RSSIAB > RSSICB > RSSITB and RSSITC > RSSIAC >
RSSIBC. The original ROCRSSI does not take into account the first two inequalities when the
signal strengths received by the fixed nodes A and B from the tag T are lower than the signal
strengths received by the named fixed nodes from the rest of two fixed nodes (B and C for the
fixed node A, and A and C for the fixed node B). The first two inequalities mean that the tag
T most probably lies outside of the circles with radiuses AB and BC and centers at the fixed
nodes A and B respectively. The only one inequality, the original ROCRSSI takes into account,
is the third one. According to this inequality the tag T most probably resides inside of the
circle with center at the fixed node C and radius CA. As a result, the localization algorithm
locates the tag T at the CoG of the intersection area formed by this circle only. Consequently,
the estimated location E of the tag T coincides with the fixed node C (Figure 3.3a).
On the contrary, the refined localization technique ROCRSSI+ proposed by Crepaldi et al.
[13] assumes that the area where the fixed nodes and the tag are deployed is bounded. This
assumption allows to take into account the area outside of the determined circles. As a result,
the ROCRSSI+ considers the first two inequalities, and the estimated location E of the tag T
is calculated as CoG of the hatched intersection area showed in Figure 3.3b. The estimated
location E in this case is affected by a smaller error. In addition, Crepaldi et al. [13] note that
every time the tag resides outside of the determined circles, it also should be considered to be
placed inside the bounded deployment area.
The further refinement of the original ROCRSSI localization technique has been proposed by
Frattini et al. [10] and denoted by them as ROCRSSI++. The authors name inefficiencies that
have still not been overcome by the previous refinement ROCRSSI+. They define the causes
for each of the inefficiencies and name solutions for their overcoming:
1. Inconsistency of the results, grounded on different order of the algorithm’s inputs: The inconsis-
tency may take place in case of two channels with equal RSSI values that correspond to
different distances. Under a channel the authors understand a communication link be-
tween two fixed nodes, which are separated by a known distance. In order to overcome
such kind of inconsistency, the authors suggest to consider more reliable the RSSI value
estimated on the longer distance. Since the RSSI values of the two channels are equal,
the RSSI value estimated on the shorter distance is considered to be affected by more
obstacles than the RSSI value estimated on the longer distance. The latter is considered
to be more dependent only on distance and less on the met obstacles.
2. Variable RSSI: Unsteadiness of the RSSI values over the time is caused by reflection,
refraction and interferences that affect wireless communications. The authors propose
to compute RSSI as an average of several RSSI values measured during some period
of time. If the RSSI values show a strong standard deviation, the authors also propose
to apply a weighted mean by considering greater RSSI values having greater weights.
The reason that the greater RSSI values have greater weights and, as a result, affect
the average RSSI in a greater degree is the same as has been stated in the previous
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paragraph: such kind of values are considered to be more dependent only on distance
and less on the met obstacles.
3. Channel asymmetry: The channel asymmetry appears when, for example, the signal
strength emitted by the fixed node A and received by the fixed node B (RSSIAB) is not
equal to the signal strength emitted by the fixed node B and received by the fixed node
A (RSSIBA). The ROCRSSI++ localization technique considers the channels between
the fixed nodes to be symmetric. The greatest RSSI value is chosen as a reciprocal RSSI
value of the channel.
4. Memory and communication inefficiency: The authors emphasize how to pack the matrix
of RSSI values and the matrix of distances between each couple of fixed nodes that,
according to the system’s architecture of Frattini et al. [10], are stored by every asset
beacon (tag). The main factor that reduces size of the stored matrices is the channels’
symmetry. That is, in the channel formed by two fixed nodes A and B the following
equality takes place: RSSIAB = RSSIBA. Therefore, the matrix of RSSI values diminishes
to a triangular form. The same is true for the matrix of distances.
3.2.3 Grid-scan algorithm
The grid-scan algorithm is intended to define the CoG of the intersection area the rings form.
The original version of the grid-scan algorithm has been presented by He et al. [12]. The
algorithm in general is able to define the CoG of any intersection area. In the following the
algorithm is described as it has been implemented in this master’s thesis.
With the grid-scan algorithm, as its name implies, the test venue is partitioned onto the
imaginary cells, which themselves form a grid (Figure 3.4). For each of the anchors deployed
within the bounded area the grid-scan algorithm goes through the formed grid and increments
values of the cells which lie within the area (a circle, a ring or an area outside of the circle
with the biggest radius the anchor is able to form), where according to the anchor the tag
resides (tag’s residential area). He et al. [12] have not mentioned in their paper, how to
determine whether a cell lies within the tag’s residential area or not. In this master’s thesis
it is considered that a cell belongs to the tag’s residential area, if the cell’s center of gravity
(namely, the intersection of the cell’s diagonals) lies within it.
The cells, which centers lie within the intersection of all of the tag’s residential areas (within
the intersection area), will have the greatest values (value 3 in Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Core idea of the grid-scan algorithm defining the CoG of the intersection area
On the next step the grid-scan algorithm calculates the CoG of cells with the greatest values
(the CoG of intersection area that is represented by these cells). Coordinates x [m] and y [m] of
the CoG are calculated according to Equations 3.1:
x =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
xi
(3.1a)
y =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
yi,
(3.1b)
where n is the number cells that represent the intersection area, xi [m] and yi [m] are corre-
spondingly x and y coordinates of center of the ith cell from the set of cells that represent the
intersection area.
The calculated CoG represents the estimated location of the tag.
Liu et al. [1] state in their research that the grid-scan algorithm helps to reduce influence of
the wrong rings that could be generated by the ROCRSSI. Let us assume that more than a half
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Figure 3.5: Grid-scan algorithm diminishes influence of wrong rings
of the generated rings are correct and form an intersection area shown as a hatched ellipse in
Figure 3.5. The majority of the correct rings guarantees that values of the cells, which centers
lie within the hatched area, are greater than values of other cells of the grid. In the case if even
all of the wrong rings have no intersection with the hatched area and form their own (wrong)
intersection area, the tag’s estimated location (marked as E1 in Figure 3.5) will be calculated
as CoG of the hatched ellipse and the wrong rings will not be taken into account. In the case
if some of the wrong rings intersect with the hatched area, the final intersection area may
not contain the tag. However, the final intersection area lies within the hatched area, which
is reasonably small if an ample number of anchors provide RSSI measurements as input for
the localization algorithm. Therefore the CoG of the final intersection area (marked as E2
in Figure 3.5) will lie next to the actual location of the tag T. Thus the grid-scan algorithm
diminishes or even eliminates influence of the wrong rings.
Frattini et al. [10] have researched dependency of the localization accuracy of the system
on granularity (size of cells) of the grid-scan algorithm. The localization accuracy increases
with the cells’ size reduction. However, the authors have discovered that the increase of the
localization accuracy holds true only until certain dimensions of the cells (particularly until
41.5 cm in the environment where the authors have conducted their experiments). The further
cells’ size reduction has not shown noticeable localization improvements.
In order to increase the localization accuracy, Frattini et al. [10] also suggest to specify a
threshold for the number of cells with maximal values. The cells with maximal values are
considered as a result intersection if their number is greater than the specified threshold.
However, the authors do not explain how an appropriate threshold has to be chosen and
adjusted according to the current parameters of the system (e.g. granularity of the grid-scan
algorithm, number of involved anchors etc.).
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3.3 Localization strategies
In Section 2.4 two research concepts have been proposed. The first concept aims at leveraging
automatic movement that is available in industry (e.g. a conveyor) for the purpose of simplifi-
cation of the required calibration procedure. The second concept uses range-free localization
technique with fixed nodes that are spatially distributed into emitters and receivers. Investiga-
tion of the concepts has the purpose to identify approaches for the ILS design that minimize
(or even eliminate) the required calibration effort while achieving an accuracy that is able to
reduce search times on the shop floor. Based on these two concepts research questions have
been formulated in the same section. In order to cover both of the concepts and address the
research questions the following localization strategies are proposed:
1. Localization for the case, when fixed nodes of the system are spatially merged (when
every anchor is spatially merged with a reference node).
2. Localization for the case, when fixed nodes of the system are spatially merged. In
addition preliminary calibration of the system assisted by an automatic movement that
is available on industrial shop floors (e.g. by a conveyor) is proposed.
3. Localization for the case, when anchors and reference nodes are spatially distributed.
4. Localization for the case, when anchors and reference nodes are spatially distributed. In
addition preliminary calibration of the system assisted by an automatic movement (e.g.
by a conveyor) is proposed.
5. Localization utilizing anchors only. Preliminary calibration of the system with the help
of an automatic movement (e.g. of a conveyor) is used in this case as well.
The listed strategies are based on the core idea of the ROCRSSI range-free localization tech-
nique described in Section 3.2. However, in the implemented ILS the core idea of the ROCRSSI
has been applied with several modifications and extensions:
1. In the original ROCRSSI the localization algorithm is performed by a tag that operates
with a matrix of measured RSSIs and a matrix of distances between the fixed nodes
in order to determine possible area, where it is located. In the implemented ILS the
localization load has been moved to the server. All measurements are performed by
anchors. The measured RSSIs together with supplemental data that is necessary for the
localization algorithm are sent by the anchors to the server.
2. The original ROCRSSI and its refinements consider an anchor (signals’ receiver) and
a reference node (signals’ emitter) to be spatially merged. In the implemented ILS,
besides the traditionally merged anchors and reference nodes, their spatially distributed
deployment is investigated.
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3. An automatic movement (line-following robot or conveyor) is leveraged in the system
as a tool for the preliminary calibration of the system. With the help of the automatic
movement, fingerprints (spatially anchored RSSIs) are collected at several points along
the robot’s motion path or along the conveyor. The original ROCRSSI and its refinements
have not yet been used fingerprints for the localization purposes. In the implemented
ILS this adaptation is investigated.
3.3.1 Localization strategy 1: spatially merged fixed nodes
The strategy totally coincides with the core idea of the ROCRSSI range-free localization
technique described in Section 3.2 and is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Let us assume that the fixed nodes FN1, FN2 and FN3 illustrated in Figure 3.6 have formed
the following inequalities after each of them had measured RSSI values of the tag T and of
the respective two other fixed nodes: RSSIFN2FN1 > RSSITFN1 > RSSIFN3FN1 , RSSITFN2 >
RSSIFN1FN2 > RSSIFN3FN2 , RSSITFN3 > RSSIFN1FN3 > RSSIFN2FN3 , where RSSIMN – signal
strength received by the fixed node N and initially emitted by the fixed node (or tag) M.
The inequalities imply that the tag T most probably is located inside the hatched area that
is an intersection of the ring with center at the fixed node FN1 and inner and outer radiuses
FN1FN2 and FN1FN3 respectively and two circles with centers at FN2 and FN3 and radiuses
FN2FN1 and FN3FN1 respectively. The tag’s estimated location E is calculated as a CoG of
the hatched area.
3.3.2 Localization strategy 2: spatially merged fixed nodes with automatic
movement enabled calibration
Automatic movement (a conveyor) is used as a tool for collection of fingerprints. During
the calibration procedure a tag is placed onto the powered conveyor, and then its RSSIs are
measured by an anchor. Each time, when RSSI value is obtained from the tag, the anchor reads
out its own timestamp. Having the read timestamp and knowing start time of the calibration
procedure, conveyor’s deployment (its coordinates within the test venue) and speed, one can
easily calculate current coordinates of the moving tag. Thus fingerprints (spatially anchored
RSSIs) are acquired by every anchor. The fingerprints are stored in the server’s DB and used
by the anchors for generation of additional rings in the localization algorithm later on. The
fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is described in detail in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.7 illustrates usage of fingerprints F4 and F7 for generation of an additional ring
by the anchor that is a part of the fixed node FN2. The additional rings are able to shrink
the intersection area and thus, theoretically, to improve the system’s localization accuracy.
For instance, in Figure 3.7 two tag’s estimated locations E1 and E2 are shown. E1 has been
calculated as a CoG of the intersection area derived without usage of the additional ring. E2
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Figure 3.6: Example of localization strategy 1
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Figure 3.7: Example of localization strategy 2
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has been calculated as a CoG of the intersection area that has been shrunk by the additional
ring (hatched intersection area). As a result, the draft in Figure 3.7 shows that E2 lies closer to
the actual location of the tag T than E1.
The strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
3.3.3 Localization strategy 3: spatially distributed anchors and reference nodes
Spatial distribution of the fixed nodes into the signals’ emitters (reference nodes) and signals’
receivers (anchors) allow to increase variety of rings that could be generated by every anchor.
For example, the anchor A1 in Figure 3.8 is able to generate 4 variants of rings: a circle with
radius A1RN1, a ring with inner and outer radiuses A1RN1 and A1RN2 respectively, a ring
with inner and outer radiuses A1RN2 and A1RN3 respectively and an area that lies outside
of the circle with radius A1RN3. For comparison, the anchor that is a part of the fixed node
FN1 in Figure 3.7 is able to generate only 3 variants of rings: a circle with radius FN1FN2, a
ring with inner and outer radiuses FN1FN2 and FN1FN3 respectively, an area that lies outside
of the circle with radius FN1FN3. The increase of variety of generated rings is able to shrink
the intersection area and thus, theoretically, to improve the system’s localization accuracy.
Moreover, the reference nodes (standard BLE beacons) are cheap in comparison with the
anchors (BLE compatible Android smartphones). That gives an opportunity to increase the
number of deployed reference nodes as well, which increases variety of rings that could be
generated by every anchor even more.
The strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
3.3.4 Localization strategy 4: spatially distributed anchors and reference nodes with
automatic movement enabled calibration
This strategy combines the concept of leveraging automatic movement that is typically
available on industrial shop floors (in particular, a conveyor) for the calibration purposes
with the concept of spatial distribution of the fixed nodes into emitters and receivers. The
concepts have been involved into the localization strategies presented in Sections 3.3.2 and
3.3.3 respectively.
The strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
3.3.5 Localization strategy 5: automatic movement enabled calibration without
reference nodes
Theoretically, only the fingerprints acquired during the calibration procedure could be used
for the rings’ generation. As a result, presence of anchors only is sufficient. The strategy is of
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Figure 3.9: Example of localization strategy 4
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Figure 3.10: Example of localization strategy 5
value for a comprehensive investigation of the research concepts formulated in Section 2.4.
Since localization will be based on the preliminary acquired fingerprints and will not use real
time RSSI measurements for the rings’ generation, the strategy could help to evaluate influence
of changes within the test venue (moving humans, changes in the equipment positions etc.)
on the localization accuracy of the system.
The strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
3.3.6 Hypothesis
Localization strategies 2, 3 and 4 that have been described in Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4
correspondingly and that leverage research concepts named in Section 2.4 (namely, usage of
automatic movements for the purpose of preliminary calibration of the system and spatial
distribution of fixed nodes into the signals’ receivers (anchors) and signals’ emitters (reference
nodes)) offer common hypothesis that is stated in the following paragraph.
Increase in number of reference points of the system (at the expense of obtained fingerprints
or spatial distribution of fixed nodes that can be supplemented with extra reference nodes)
promotes increase in variety of rings and circles that can be constructed by anchors of the
system. As a result, the rings’ and circles’ intersection area, which CoG is considered as
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an estimated location of the sought tag, should be shrunk. Thus, theoretically, localization
accuracy of the system is improved.
However, it should be also noted here that, since underlying ROCRSSI localization technique
operates with geometrical intersection of rings and circles, localization accuracy of the system
should theoretically depend not only on the number of reference points, but also on the
deployment of anchors, reference nodes and motion path of the source of automatic movement
(e.g. conveyor). Dependency of localization accuracy of the system on both of the factors that
have been named above constitutes separate research topic and is not investigated as a part of
this thesis.
3.4 Fingerprints’ acquisition algorithm
Some of the localization strategies proposed and described in Section 3.3 (namely, localization
strategies 2, 4 and 5) consider an automatic movement (in particular, a conveyor) as a tool for
preliminary calibration of the system. The calibration procedure is performed by periodically
scanning for the tag that is placed onto the automatically moved device (e.g. work piece
carrier on a conveyor) and obtaining its RSSIs. Every time when RSSI value is obtained from
the tag, the scanning device reads out its own timestamp. Having the read timestamp and
knowing start time of the calibration procedure as well as the motion path and the speed of
the automatic movement, one can easily calculate current coordinates of the moving tag. Thus
fingerprints (spatially anchored RSSIs) are acquired. The fingerprints are stored in the DB
and used as additional reference points of the system later on (see descriptions of localization
algorithm and localization strategies provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 correspondingly).
Let us consider a conveyor as a tool for the preliminary calibration of the system. The
mathematical apparatus that is used in the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure and that is
described below with reference to a conveyor can be easily used for any other source of
automatic movement (e.g. for a line-following robot), which motion path consists of straight,
constant-speed sections connected in series.
As a visual example, a conveyor that consists of three sections is shown in Figure 3.11. A tag is
placed onto the powered conveyor and moves along it. Let us consider the Nth section of the
conveyor. The length LN [m] of the section can be calculated according to Equation (3.2):
(3.2) LN =
√
(xNE − xNB)2 + (yNE − yNB)2,
where xNB [m] and yNB [m] are correspondingly x and y coordinates of the section’s beginning,
xNE [m] and yNE [m] are correspondingly x and y coordinates of the section’s end.
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Figure 3.11: Example of fingerprints’ acquisition algorithm
Timestamp TN [ms] of the moment when tag should theoretically reach the end of the Nth
section can be calculated according to Equation (3.3):
(3.3) TN = T0 +
N
∑
i=1
Li
vi
· 1000,
where T0 [ms] is timestamp of the moment, when the calibration procedure starts (when the
tag is placed in the beginning of the 1st section), Li [m] is length and vi [m/s] is speed of the ith
section. Such a theoretical timestamp can be calculated for every section of the conveyor and
used as a time boundary that signals to the algorithm that the section is theoretically passed
by the tag.
While the tag is moving along the conveyor, its RSSIs are obtained. Let us consider that when
the mth RSSI value is obtained from the tag, the scanning device reads out its own timestamp
tm [ms]. Let us also consider that tm ∈ (TN−1, TN ]. That in fact means that at this moment of
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time the tag is theoretically moving along the Nth section of the conveyor. Then current x and
y coordinates of the tag (namely, xm [m] and ym [m]) can be calculated according to Equations
3.4:
xm = xNB +
vN(tm − TN−1)
1000
· xNE − xNB
LN
(3.4a)
ym = yNB +
vN(tm − TN−1)
1000
· yNE − yNB
LN
,
(3.4b)
where xNB [m] and yNB [m] are correspondingly x and y coordinates of the beginning of the
section that is theoretically being passed at the current moment of time (Nth section of the
conveyor), xNE [m] and yNE [m] are x and y coordinates of its end, LN [m] and vN [m/s] are
correspondingly length and speed of the section, tm [ms] is timestamp of the moment, when
mth RSSI value has been obtained from the tag, TN−1 [ms] is timestamp of the moment, when
the tag has passed the end of the previous conveyor’s section.
When the tag’s coordinates are calculated, the obtained RSSI value is considered to be anchored
to some specific point of the test venue. In other words, a fingerprint is considered to be
formed. Such a fingerprint together with some supplemental data is sent to the server’s DB
later on. The acquired fingerprints play role of additional reference points of the system. From
the implementation point of view the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is described in more
details in Section 4.2.3. Its GUI is presented in Section 4.2.1.
3.5 Noise filtering
Akeila et al. [3] state in their paper about sensitivity of RF signals in general and BLE signals
in particular to disturbances due to reflections, shadowing and fading. Sensitivity of the RF
signals leads to significant fluctuations of their measured RSSIs. When the RSSIs are used for
the purpose of localization, the fluctuations cause localization errors.
Radius Networks highlight another factor for localization errors: orientation of both the smart
phone and the BLE device [15]. They state also that the biggest factor affecting accuracy of
localization is radio noise. Strong RF signals that have high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are
less affected by the noise than the weak ones that have low SNR. For this reason, the closer is
a BLE device, the more stable RSSIs can be obtained from it and as a result the more accurate
localization can be performed.
Radius Networks further propose a simple filtering for noise. They recommend to use a
running average of RSSIs, e.g. always to operate with measurements that have been received
during the most recent 20 seconds. From these measurements particularly high and low
numbers are common to be filtered out. The algorithm that is used in the Android Beacon
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Library2 created by Radius Networks rejects 10% of the highest and lowest values measured
over the 20 second period and calculates average of the rest. Radius Networks note that their
filtering approach helps to achieve more accurate and stable localization results if scanning
Android and emitting BLE devices are immovable. However, they also state about the
drawback of such kind of filter: since a set of previously obtained RSSI values is involved into
the calculations, the system reacts on any movements of scanner or/and emitter with a delay
[15].
Every anchor operating in the implemented ILS performs a scan for BLE devices. The main
idea is to get a list of currently available BLE devices together with RSSIs obtained from them.
The first sessions of experiments have confirmed sensitivity of BLE signals to any changes
of environment. High variance of obtained RSSIs has led to a high variance of localization
accuracy. Hence filtering was introduced to solve this issue.
The filter has been built into the scan procedure that is performed by every anchor. As well as
the filter proposed by Radius Networks, the implemented one works with sets of RSSIs. The
implemented filter has borrowed two core ideas from its Radius Networks’ counterpart: it
rejects 10% of particularly high and low RSSI values of the set and averages the rest of the
values. The idea of running average of RSSIs proposed by Radius Networks has been replaced
by the idea of their discrete accumulation during a preset time interval. For the discrete
accumulation of RSSIs the implemented scan procedure provides for several consecutive
scan rounds. During every scan round RSSIs of available BLE devices are obtained and
accumulated. The accumulated RSSIs are filtered only after the predefined number of scan
rounds. Implementation details of the realized filter built into the scan procedure are described
in Section 4.2.2.
Since both of the filters (the Radius Networks’ filter and the implemented one) work with sets
of RSSI values (the first one operates with continuously running average of RSSI values, the
second one – with discretely accumulated sets of RSSIs), they deprive the system of its ability
to react to any movements of scanning Android or/and emitting BLE device(s) on-the-fly. For
this reason the filter has been disabled in the case of fingerprints’ acquisition that is performed
with the help of an automatic movement. The fingerprints’ acquisition algorithm is described
in Sections 3.4 and 4.2.3.
3.6 Optimized beacon configuration
Localization accuracy of the system can be improved not only by a filtering for noise that is
considered in Section 3.5, but also by a proper configuration of beacons. Radius Networks
recommend to configure beacons as follows [15]:
2https://altbeacon.github.io/android-beacon-library/configure.html
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1. Set up maximal output power level supported by the beacon, since stronger signals
have higher SNRs and are less affected by the noise.
2. Use the highest transmission frequency supported by the beacon. Radius Networks give
the following reason for this: higher transmission frequency allows a scanning device to
obtain more RSSIs that will be sorted, filtered and averaged later on in order to filter out
noise.
TI CC2541 SensorTags that are used in the implemented ILS as BLE signals’ emitters provide
programmable output power range from -23 dBm to 0 dBm [16]. For all of the TI CC2541
SensorTags acting in the system as reference nodes and as a sought tag maximal output power
of 0 dBm has been set.
TI CC2541 SensorTag has programmable RF range starting from 2379 MHz and ending on
2496 MHz. Transmission frequency of the TI CC2541 SensorTag can be programmed in 1 MHz
steps [16]. However, this can be done with digressions from the base BLE specification. Gupta
[17] describes in his book that BLE uses 40 RF channels that start from 2402 MHz and are
spaced 2 MHz apart. Moreover, for advertising only three RF channels (namely, channels 0, 12
and 39 that are placed at frequencies 2402 MHz, 2426 MHz and 2480 MHz correspondingly)
are provided. The advertising channels are spread far apart in order decrease probability of
complete interference from other devices: if one of the advertising channels is interfered, then
at least the other two are available for advertising. Therefore, in order to avoid interference
it is better to leave advertising scheme as it is provided by the BLE specification and do not
intentionally set maximal transmission frequency.
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4 System implementation
This chapter explains, how the system design proposed in the previous chapter has been
implemented. The structure of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 explains
conventions of naming of interfaces, classes and methods that appear in the following de-
scription of the system implementation; Section 4.2 provides description of the implemented
client’s Android application (its GUI and logic of its main procedures that are, namely, the
scan and the fingerprints’ acquisition ones); in Section 4.3 structure of the server’s DB and
implementation logic of the grid-scan algorithm performed by the server are described; the
last Section 4.4 covers the question of the client-server communication.
4.1 Naming conventions
In the following description of the ILS implementation it is necessary to distinguish interfaces,
methods and classes provided by Android and Java application programming interfaces
(APIs) from the implemented ones. Therefore these naming conventions are introduced:
1. Any interface or method that is provided by Android or Java API will be mentioned
in the following description of the system’s implementation together with its package
prefix. E.g. public final class BluetoothAdapter from the package android.bluetooth will
be mentioned in the text as android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter or public interface Runnable
from the package java.lang will be referred as java.lang.Runnable.
2. All implemented interfaces and methods are placed into a single package, therefore
the package’s name can be omitted. The implemented interfaces and methods will be
mentioned in the text without their package prefix. E.g. public class NodesDeployment or
public interface AsyncResponseForMainActivity.
3. Any method (either provided by API or implemented one) will be mentioned to-
gether with the class it belongs to. E.g. public method startScan(List<ScanFilter>filters,
ScanSettings settings, ScanCallback callback) of the public final class android.bluetooth.le.BluetoothLeScanner.
4. If a method is an implementation of the interface’s method or if a method is
overridden then this will be mentioned individually. E.g. overridden pub-
lic method onScanResult(int callbackType, ScanResult result) of the public abstract class
android.bluetooth.le.ScanCallback.
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4.2 Client side
Every client of the implemented ILS is represented by a Motorola Moto G 2014 smartphone
controlling by Android 5.0 Lollipop and with the implemented application onboard. The
implemented Android application can be subdivided into two functional parts. The first
one is intended for filling the server’s DB by configuration data. The configuration data is
subsequently used by the localization algorithm. The second one partakes in the localization
procedure: it periodically scans for the available BLE devices (reference nodes and the tag),
forms a scan result that is subsequently sent to the server’s DB, reads from the server new
estimated location of the tag that has been calculated based on the scan results received from
the system’s clients. It also provides a graphical representation of the currently conducted
experiment.
This section, first of all, presents the GUI of the implemented Android application. Then
the logic of the scan procedure is described in detail. Finally, the logic of the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure that obtains fingerprints (spatially anchored RSSIs) from the tag moving
along a defined motion path of an automatic movement is explained.
4.2.1 Overview of GUI
4.2.1.1 Experiment setup
Setting up experiments aims at accumulating the configuration data that is subsequently used
by the localization algorithm. The data is: parameters of the test venue, where experiments
are conducted; data related to the deployment of anchors and reference nodes and to the
deployment of conveyor, if an automatic movement (e.g. a conveyor) is used for the purpose
of preliminary calibration of the system; data related to the fingerprints that have been
acquired with the help of the automatic movement.
Setting up experiments is organized as a step-by-step process. Every step includes setup of
necessary parameters and sending them to the server’s DB. Each of the steps is implemented
on a separate screen. Navigation between the screens is organized by means of swiping.
The initial step involves configuration of the test venue’s parameters: its name, size and
degree of granulation. The test venue’s name represents a string identifier that is used for
representation of every test venue in the dropdown lists of test venues later on. The size
parameter implies the test venue’s width and length in meters. The degree of granulation
represents a number of cells along the test venue’s width and length. The granulation onto
the cells is necessary for the further performance of the grid-scan algorithm that is a part
of localization algorithm. Sending of the configured parameters to the server that handles
their writing to the DB is triggered by pressing the "Create" button. GUI of the test venue’s
configuration step is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Android client application GUI – configuration of test venue
(a) Deployment of nodes (b) Deployment of conveyor
Figure 4.2: Android client application GUI – configuration of nodes’ and conveyor’s deploy-
ments
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After a test venue is configured, nodes (anchors and reference nodes) and conveyor can be
deployed within it.
The GUI of the nodes’ deployment configuration is depicted in Figure 4.2a. The nodes’
deployment configuration includes selection of the test venue, where the nodes are going
to be deployed, from a dropdown list of already configured and saved test venues, setup
of the deployment’s name and configuration of lists of anchors and reference nodes. The
lists of anchors and reference nodes can be expanded by clicking on the chevrons to the
left of the corresponding lists’ titles. The following parameters are able to be set for every
anchor and reference node: x- and y-coordinates in meters, Bluetooth address. The configured
deployment of nodes is sent to the server by clicking the "Create" button. The server handles
writing of the deployment to the DB.
The GUI of the conveyor’s deployment configuration is presented in Figure 4.2b. The con-
veyor’s deployment configuration involves the same logic as the previously described config-
uration of the nodes’ deployment: a conveyor is deployed within an already configured and
saved test venue, and a name of the conveyor’s deployment is set. The conveyor is considered
to consist of straight, constant-speed sections connected in series. It is necessary to mention
here that instead of conveyor any other source of automatic movement (e.g. a robot) can be
used. The idea of subdivision of the total motion path of the robot into straight, constant-speed
path sections connected in series stays unchanged in this case. In the application conveyor
sections are represented as an expandable list. The following configuration parameters are
provided for every section of the conveyor: x- and y-coordinates of the section’s beginning
and end in meters, the section’s speed in meters per second. The configured deployment
of conveyor is sent to the server that handles its writing to the DB by clicking the "Create"
button.
With the help of the conveyor (or any other source of automatic movement) a collection of
fingerprints is formed. A collection of fingerprints is a container intended for fingerprints
that will be subsequently acquired by the clients of the system. The GUI that is meant for the
creation of the fingerprints’ collection is shown in Figure 4.3. Every collection of fingerprints
is related to a previously configured and saved deployment of a conveyor. Analog to the
previous configuration steps, the configuration of the fingerprints’ collection demands setup of
its name (the string identifier that is used for representation of every fingerprints’ collection in
the dropdown list of fingerprints’ collections later on). Sending of the configured fingerprints’
collection to the server is triggered by pressing the "Create" button. The server handles writing
of the collection to the DB.
On the basis of the saved configuration data experiments are created. Every experiment
represents a test venue with deployed nodes (anchors and reference nodes), conveyor (if
applicable) and with collection of fingerprints formed with the help of the conveyor. The GUI
of the experiment’s configuration is depicted in Figure 4.4. Configuration parameters of the
experiment (namely, a test venue, one of its nodes’ and one of its conveyors’ deployments, a
fingerprints’ collection related to the chosen conveyor’s deployment) are set with the help of
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Figure 4.3: Android client application GUI – configuration of fingerprints’ collection
Figure 4.4: Android client application GUI – configuration of experiment
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the dropdown lists, where the names of the previously saved configurations are presented. The
GUI provides an opportunity to switch on/off usage of conveyor for preliminary calibration
of the system using a check box. For instance, for the localization strategies 1 and 3 that are
described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 correspondingly the conveyor has to be switched off. The
localization strategies 2, 4 and 5 that are explained in Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 respectively
on the contrary demand a conveyor enabled calibration. For the experiment a name has to be
specified. The configured experiment is sent to the server that handles its writing to the DB
by clicking the "Create" button. The preliminary configured and saved experiments are able
to be selected from a dropdown list later on, when the scan for the available BLE devices is
prepared to be performed by the client.
4.2.1.2 Fingerprints’ acquisition
The GUI of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is presented in Figure 4.5. The fingerprints
are acquired for an in advance created collection of fingerprints. Every anchor of the system
operates with its own fingerprints later on. Therefore, the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure
has to be performed by every anchor individually. The procedure is started/stopped by
clicking the "Start"/"Stop" buttons correspondingly. At the same time with the start of the
fingerprints’ acquisition procedure, the tag is placed in the beginning of the first section of
the powered conveyor (or, in case of usage of a line-following robot, the powered robot is
placed in the beginning of its motion path). Since the lengths and the speeds of the conveyor’s
sections are known to the system, the implemented ILS is able to calculate the time that the tag
needs for passing the conveyor. As the time passes, the application notifies a user about the
necessity to stop the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure by means of a toast. The theoretical
basis of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is described in Section 3.4. The logic of its
implementation is provided in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.1.3 BLE device scan
The scan for the available BLE devices starts from selection of an experiment from a dropdown
list of preliminary configured and saved experiments. Based on the data of the selected
experiment a current one is created. The current experiment is created for every new examined
actual location of the tag. Thus, besides the data of the selected experiment the current one
includes also coordinates of the actual location of the tag and the flag that indicates whether
the actual location takes part in the further calculations (the case, when localization errors
are calculated) or not (the case, when localization is performed without calculation of the
localization errors). The GUI that is meant for the selection of the experiment and for the
creation of a current experiment is depicted in Figure 4.6a. The configuration data of the
selected experiment (namely, parameters of the test venue, data related to the nodes’ and
conveyor’s deployments, data related to the collection of fingerprints) is displayed to a user
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Figure 4.5: Android client application GUI – acquisition of fingerprints
(a) Configuration of current experiment
Legend:
- anchor
- reference node
- tag
- fixed node (anchor 
and reference node)
- tag’s estimated location
- fingerprint (sample point)
(b) Graphical representation of current experiment
Figure 4.6: Android client application GUI – configuration of current experiment and its
graphical representation
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in the form of expandable lists. Usage of actual location of the tag in the further calculations is
switched on/off with the help of a check box. Such kind of option allows to use the application
both for research (then usage of the actual location of the tag is switched on and localization
errors are calculated) and for demonstration purposes (then usage of the actual location of
the tag is switched off and only localization without calculation of its errors is performed).
Configuration of the current experiment is sent to the server by clicking the "Create" button.
As soon as the current experiment is created, the scan for the available BLE devices can be
started. The GUI that is intended for the control of the scan procedure as well as for graphical
representation of the currently conducted experiment is shown in Figure 4.6b. The scan
procedure can be started/stopped by pressing the "Start"/"Stop" buttons correspondingly. The
graphical representation reflects the test venue, where the current experiment is conducted, as
well as deployments of nodes (anchors and reference nodes) and conveyor with fingerprints
acquired by this particular client along the conveyor’s path (if applicable). It also displays
both actual location of the tag and its estimated location that is renewed periodically in the
course of the scan procedure. The graphically represented test venue is granulated onto the
cells. This cell granulation is necessary for performance of the grid-scan algorithm that is
a part of the localization algorithm. The grid-scan algorithm is described in Sections 3.2.3
and 4.3.2. As a background, a schematic sketch of the test venue is displayed to a user. The
graphical symbols that are used by the application correspond to the symbols considered for
representation of components of the system throughout this master’s thesis.
4.2.2 Scan procedure logic
4.2.2.1 Differences in the scan procedures of Android 4.4 KitKat and Android 5.0 Lollipop
During implementation of the Android application for indoor localization Android 5.0 Lol-
lipop for Motorola Moto G 2014 smart phone has been introduced. Android 5.0 provides new
capabilities for usage of the BLE technology that has been initially introduced in Android
4.3 Jelly Bean. Devices that operate with Android 4.3 and the later Android 4.4 support BLE
technology in the central role. That means that Android devices can scan for the BLE signals,
but not broadcast them. Starting from Android 5.0 an Android device is also able to act as a
peripheral device, namely to broadcast the BLE signals [18].
The new peripheral role of the Android devices allows to extend the functionality of the
anchors. Being managed by Android 5.0, anchors are also able to act as additional reference
nodes, augmenting the number of reference points of the ILS and thus, theoretically, increasing
its localization accuracy. This additional functionality has not been implemented in the frame
of this master’s thesis, however it is listed in Section 6.2 as a suggestion for further extension
of the system.
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BLE APIs that are provided by Android 5.0 differ from those that have been used in the
previous versions of Android (Android 4.3 and Android 4.4). Omitting the new peripheral
functionality of Android 5.0, let us consider its intrinsic properties while acting in the central
role.
In Android 5.0 startLeScan(BluetoothAdapter.LeScanCallback callback) and stopLeScan(BluetoothAdapter.
LeScanCallback callback) methods of the android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter class have been dep-
recated and replaced with a new API. The new API provides instruments for more control
over the scanning procedure. In Android 5.0 the scanning procedure can be configured with
the help of the android.bluetooth.le.ScanFilter class that allows to adjust an application to scan
for only the specific types of devices it is interested in. Another parameter that is used for the
scanner’s configuration belongs to the android.bluetooth.le.ScanSettings class, which allows to
set a scan mode [19].
Android 5.0 provides the following scan modes [20]:
1. SCAN_MODE_LOW_POWER: performs BLE scan in low power mode. This mode is used in
Android 5.0 by default.
2. SCAN_MODE_LOW_LATENCY: provides the highest duty cycle for the BLE scan. Android docu-
mentation recommends to only use this scan mode when the application is operating in
the foreground [21].
3. SCAN_MODE_BALANCED: performs BLE scan in balanced power mode. Return of the scan
results is done with a rate that provides a balance between scan frequency and power
consumption.
The application that has been created in this master’s thesis operates in the foreground.
Moreover, the ability to deliver scan results with low latencies can be considered as an
improvement for the application. As a result the SCAN_MODE_LOW_LATENCY has been leveraged.
For starting the scan procedure the list of scan filters, scan settings and implemented
android.bluetooth.le.ScanCallback that reports whenever a new BLE android.bluetooth.le.ScanResult
is available are passed into the startScan(List<ScanFilter>filters, ScanSettings settings,
ScanCallback callback) method of the android.bluetooth.le.BluetoothLeScanner. For stopping the
scan procedure the stopScan(ScanCallback callback) method of the android.bluetooth.le.BluetoothLeScanner
is called.
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4.2.2.2 Scan procedure core idea
Execution flows of the scan procedure and of the subsequent tag’s estimated location reading
are described in Section 4.4.4.1 Below scan procedure is reviewed from the perspective of its
logic.
For the scan procedure the android.app.Service ServiceOperationWithDevices is responsible. The
service is started/stopped from the MainActivity by clicking the "Start"/"Stop" buttons cor-
respondingly (see GUI depicted in Figure 4.6b). Depending on the received command, the
service is either instantiated and started or destroyed. An activity diagram that presents
control flows of the ServiceOperationWithDevices is depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Activity diagram illustrating the scan procedure
The service is started from the addition of the java.lang.Runnable startScan to the message queue
of the current thread with the help of the created android.os.Handler that is attached to the
thread. Another runnable that is executed in the frame of the ServiceOperationWithDevices is the
1Sequence diagram presenting execution flows of the scan procedure and of the subsequent tag’s estimated
location reading is depicted in Figure C.4 in appendices.
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stopScan runnable. Each of the two mentioned runnables adds another one to the thread’s
message queue with a delay. Thus, a cyclic execution of the runnables is achieved.
The destruction of the service is accompanied by the call of the stopScan(ScanCallback
scanCallback) method of the android.bluetooth.le.BluetoothLeScanner and by removing of all of the
runnables and messages from the thread’s message queue (android.os.Handler.removeCallbacksAndMessages(null)).
The logic of the startScan and the stopScan runnables is presented and briefly described below.
The activity diagram that presents control flows of the startScan runnable is depicted in
Figure 4.8. The startScan runnable starts from increase of the scan counter that stores
the number of already performed scan rounds. Several scan rounds are run contin-
uously in order to accumulate RSSI values for their further filtering. Then the BLE
scan is started by calling the startScan(List<ScanFilter>scanFilters, ScanSettings scanSettings,
ScanCallback scanCallback) method of the android.bluetooth.le.BluetoothLeScanner. The scan results
of the available BLE devices are delivered through the created scanCallback. In the end the
stopScan runnable is added with a delay to the thread’s message queue.
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startScan
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[ B luetooth is
sw itched off ]
Figure 4.8: Activity diagram: startScan runnable
The stopScan runnable is intended to process the reference nodes’ and the tag’s scan results that
have been accumulated during several rounds of the BLE scan procedure. Its activity diagram
is shown in Figure 4.9. After stopping the BLE scan, the stopScan runnable checks whether
all of the specified scan rounds have been passed or not. If the predefined number of scan
rounds has not yet been reached, then the startScan runnable is added to the thread’s message
queue and started to be executed. Otherwise, the stopScan runnable starts to operate with the
accumulated scan results. At first, a filter is applied to the accumulated scan results of every
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Figure 4.9: Activity diagram: stopScan runnable
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detected BLE device. The scan results are filtered by their RSSIs. Based on the filtered values
of RSSIs the new scan results are formed. The newly formed scan results of reference nodes
are complemented with fingerprints (if the latter are used) and sorted by their RSSIs. Then
the core idea of the ROCRSSI localization technique that is described in detail in Section 3.2.1
is performed: an RSSI inequality that shows between which of the reference nodes and/or
fingerprints the tag theoretically locates is built. In the end, the tag’s scan result is enriched
with addresses of reference nodes (or fingerprints) with higher and lower RSSIs and sent
to the server. After operation with the scan results, the stopScan runnable adds with a delay
the startScan runnable to the thread’s message queue. In such a way a loop of the runnables’
execution is organized.
It has been found empirically that a short latency of the scan rounds together with a large
number of their repetitions provides good compromise between the total amount of time that
is spent on the scan and the number of accumulated scan results. As a result, the following
latencies and the number of scan rounds have been considered in the implemented ILS: the
latency of a scan round has been set to 200 milliseconds, the number of scan rounds that
have to be performed in order to accumulate data for its further filtering has been set to 100,
the time delay between the sets of scan rounds has been set to 7 seconds. However, even
such a good compromise has allowed to accumulate only 10–15 scan results for their further
filtering after 100 of 200 milliseconds scan rounds taking in total 20 seconds. The desirable
behavior of accumulating a large amount of scan results during a short period of time was
impossible to achieve because of the properties of the BLE scan in Motorola Moto G 2014
Android smartphones that serve as clients of the system.
4.2.2.3 Scan callback
Every time, when a new BLE device is detected, the android.bluetooth.le.ScanCallback reports.
During a scan round that lasts 200 milliseconds every BLE device is detected at most
once. The overridden onScanResult() method of the implemented scan callback delivers an
android.bluetooth.le.ScanResult. The delivered scan result provides data of the detected BLE
device (its name and address) as well as an RSSI from it. Every delivered scan result is filtered
by its name. Since all of the BLE beacons operating in the system (the reference nodes and
the tag) are represented by the TI CC2541 SensorTags, only these devices are admitted for
their further operation. In the following step, the scan callback reads the client’s current time
(represented as a timestamp) and forms a new scan result based on the read timestamp as
well as on the address of the detected BLE device and on the RSSI from it.
The formed scan result is put into the linked hash map of scan results. As keys of the linked
hash map, addresses of the detected BLE devices are used. Values of the linked hash map
are represented by lists of formed scan results. During the specified 100 scan rounds the
value-lists of the linked hash are filled out by formed scan results of corresponding BLE
devices. Thus, accumulation of scan results for their further filtering is performed. The linked
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Figure 4.10: Key-value mapping of the linked hash map of scan results
hash map of scan results has been implemented in order to allow the filter to easily accesses
accumulated scan results of every detected BLE device by address of the device. A key-value
mapping of the linked hash map of scan results is presented in Figure 4.10.
4.2.2.4 Filter
After the predefined number of scan rounds are passed, a filter is applied to RSSIs of the scan
results that have been accumulated during these scan rounds (Figure 4.9). The filter is applied
to RSSIs of every detected BLE device. The filter has been implemented in order to reduce
variance of obtained RSSIs that led to a variance of the system’s localization accuracy. From
the theoretical point of view, the question of filtering is viewed in Section 3.5. An activity
diagram illustrating the implemented filter is depicted in Figure 4.11. The filtering implies
the following steps: first of all, accumulated scan results of every detected BLE device are
sorted by their RSSIs; then 10% of scan results with particularly high and low RSSIs are
filtered out; in the end, arithmetic average of RSSIs of the rest of scan results is calculated.
The arithmetic average is considered as a more accurate value reflecting RSSI between the
considered BLE device (reference node or tag) and an anchor and is used in further logic of
the ServiceOperationWithDevices.
Start filtering S top filteringSort 
accumulated 
scan results by 
their RSSIs
Throw out 10% of 
scan  results with 
particularly high and 
low RSSIs
Calcu late arithmetic 
average of RSSIs of 
the rest of scan 
results
Figure 4.11: Activity diagram illustrating the filtering of accumulated scan results
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4.2.3 Fingerprints’ acquisition procedure logic
The fingerprints are acquired with the help of an automatic movement (e.g of a conveyor or
a line-following robot) and used as additional reference points of the system by the further
executed localization algorithm. During the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure a tag is placed
onto the powered conveyor or onto the moving line-following robot. For the fingerprints’
acquisition the android.app.Service ServiceFingerprintsAcquisition is responsible. The core idea of
the service’s implementation corresponds to the core idea of the scan procedure described in
Section 4.2.2. To be exact, the service is organized as a cyclic execution of two java.lang.Runnable
objects: startScan and stopScan. The service is started/stopped from the MainActivity by clicking
the "Start"/"Stop" buttons correspondingly (see GUI depicted in Figure 4.5). Depending on
the received command, the service is either instantiated and started or destroyed. The logic
of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure differs from the logic of the scan procedure in the
following:
1. Since fingerprints are acquired from a moving tag, the filter proposed and described in
Section 3.5 can not be applied in this case. This also means that scan results obtained
from the moving tag should not be accumulated before their further processing. The
scan result that is obtained during execution of the startScan runnable is processed in
the stopScan runnable later on. The latency of 7 seconds is set for execution of every
runnable.
2. Processing of the scan result implies calculation of coordinates of the moving tag at the
moment of the BLE signal’s emission. Namely, a fingerprint (a spatially anchored RSSI)
is formed. The mathematical apparatus of the coordinates’ calculation is described in
detail in Section 3.4. Briefly, the coordinates of the moving tag are calculated based on
the following known parameters: coordinates of the conveyor’s sections (or the robot’s
path sections) within the test venue, speed of the conveyor (or the robot), timestamps of
the beginning of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure and of a point in time, when
the scan result has been obtained from the moving tag. Each of the formed fingerprints
is sent to the server and associated with data of the fingerprints’ collection selected in
the corresponding dropdown list (see GUI of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure
depicted in Figure 4.5).
It should be mentioned here that the logic of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure has been
implemented for a single conveyor (or a single motion path of a line-following robot) that
represents straight, constant-speed sections (or path sections in the case of the robot’s usage)
connected in series. If the conveyor’s sections (or the path sections of the robot’s motion
trajectory) are disconnected, then several conveyors (or several robot’s motion trajectories) are
considered in the system. The more general case considering usage of several conveyors (or
several robot’s motion trajectories) is listed in Section 6.2 as a suggestion for further extension
of the system.
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Execution flows of the client-server communication during the fingerprints’ acquisition
procedure are briefly described in Section 4.4.5.2
4.3 Server side
The server of the implemented ILS has been allocated on the Lenovo ThinkPad T430 laptop
equipped with a Wi-Fi adapter for the server’s connection to the established local wireless
network. The server is responsible for persisting the clients’ scan results, performing the
localization algorithm, persisting the location estimates for their later analysis and transferring
the location estimates to the clients (by their requests). The server allocates web services that
are provided to the clients of the system also participating in the local wireless network and
include necessary operations with the DB. The server has been implemented with the help of
the Apache Tomcat v7.0. For implementation of the DB MySQL has been used.
This section introduces the structure of the server’s DB and describes the grid-scan algorithm,
which represents a core of the localization algorithm’s logic.
4.3.1 DB structure
All entities (tables) of the DB are in fact represented by Java classes of the server’s application
and related to each other with the help of Hibernate annotations. The overall structure of the
DB is subordinated to the logic that is described below.3
All instances of the test venues, where localization experiments are conducted, are represented
in the DB by the TerrainData entity. Configuration of an experiment implies deployment of
nodes (anchors and reference nodes) and of a conveyor (if a conveyor or any other source
of automatic movement is used for the preliminary calibration of the system) within the
desired test venue. Instances of the nodes’ deployments are represented in the DB by the
NodesDeployment entity, instances of the conveyor’s deployments – by the ConveyorDeployment entity.
Several nodes’ and conveyor’s deployments are able to be configured for the same test venue.
Therefore, both of the entities have many-to-one relationship to the TerrainData entity.
As the names of the deployments imply, each of them represents a set of nodes (anchors or
reference nodes) or conveyor’s sections placed within the test venue. Instances of the deployed
nodes and conveyor’s sections are represented in the DB by the Node and the ConveyorSection
2Sequence diagram representing execution flows of the client-server communication during the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure is depicted in Figure C.5 in appendices.
3DMD of the server’s DB is depicted in Figure B.1 in appendices. DMD itself represents an extension of the class
diagram.
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entities correspondingly. Both of them have many-to-one relationship to their parent entities
(NodesDeployment and ConveyorDeployment entities respectively).
With the help of a conveyor (or any other source of automatic movement) fingerprints (the spa-
tially anchored RSSIs) are acquired from a tag placed onto it. In order to pool the fingerprints
that are being acquired by the anchors of the system a collection of fingerprints is provided.
With the help of the same conveyor the fingerprints are able to be acquired for different
collections of fingerprints. All instances of the fingerprints’ collections are represented in
the DB by the FingerprintsCollection entity (many-to-one relationship to the ConveyorDeployment).
Instances of fingerprints are represented by the Fingerprint entity (many-to-one relationship to
the FingerprintsCollection).
It is necessary to mention here that every fingerprint has a dual nature. On the one hand, it
can be considered as a node of the system with its calculated coordinates and an artificially
formed address. On the other hand, it possesses an RSSI anchored to the coordinates. Thus,
a fingerprint is also able to be considered as a scan result with the obtained RSSI, known
scanner’s addresses, time of obtaining etc. The latter is considered by clients. The former – by
the server. Therefore, on the server side the Node and the Fingerprint Java classes extend the
abstract AbstractNode class that provides coordinates and address as its variables. Each of the
Node and the Fingerprint DB entities has one-to-one relationship to the AbstractNode entity.
All of the entities described above and related to each other provide data for configuration of
experiments. Every experiment represents a test venue with deployed nodes (anchors and
reference nodes), conveyor or any other source of automatic movement (if applicable) and with
collection of fingerprints formed with its help. Instances of experiments are represented in the
DB by the Experiment entity that has many-to-one relationships to both of the NodesDeployment
and the FingerprintsCollection entities.
During the localization procedure a tag can be localized at several points within the test venue.
The points, where the tag is placed for its further localization are called actual locations of
the tag. Whenever the tag is placed at its new actual location, a new current experiment is
considered to be started. All of the instances of current experiments are represented in the DB
by the CurrentExperiment entity. Since within a test venue with deployed nodes, conveyor (if
applicable) and preliminary acquired fingerprints several actual locations of the tag can be
examined, the CurrentExperiment entity has many-to-one relationship to the Experiment one.
Localization (or calculation of estimated location of the tag) operates with the tag’s scan
results. Implementation logic of the scan procedure as well as formation of the tag’s scan
results is described in Section 4.2.2. Instances of the tag’s scan results and of the estimated
locations of the tag that are calculated with the help of the scan results received from the
clients of the system are represented in the DB by the ScanResult and the TagEstimatedLocation
entities correspondingly. Since during the localization procedure several scan results of the
tag placed at its actual location are sequentially obtained, formed and sent to the server
and, after the receiving of every scan result by the server, a new estimated location of the
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tag is calculated, both of the ScanResult and the TagEstimatedLocation entities have many-to-one
relationships to the CurrentExperiment one.
As it has been already mentioned above, every estimated location of the tag is calculated
by the server with the help of the scan results received from the clients of the system. In
order to have an opportunity to trace, which of the received scan results have been used for
calculation of the particular estimated location of the tag, an one-to-many relationship has
been established between the TagEstimatedLocation and the ScanResult entities. The one-to-many
relationship has been implemented with the help of the estimated_location_scan_results join
table.
4.3.2 Grid-scan algorithm logic
The grid-scan algorithm determines intersection area of the rings and circles formed by the
clients of the system and calculates its CoG (coordinates of estimated location of the tag).
Theoretical basis of the grid-scan algorithm is provided in Section 3.2.3.
For the grid-scan’s logic the GridScan class is responsible. An activity diagram of the imple-
mented grid-scan algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.12. The grid-scan algorithm is initiated
every time, when the server receives a scan result from a client. As an input parameter
for the grid-scan algorithm, the currently conducted experiment is sent (the last instance of
the CurrentExperiment DB entity). Every current experiment contains data of the configured
experiment (parameters of the test venue, its nodes’ and conveyor’s deployments, data of
fingerprints’ acquired during the preliminary calibration of the system (if applicable)) as well
as coordinates of the actual location of the tag and the actualLocationEnabled flag that indicates,
in which of the two provided modes (namely, either in the research mode with or in the
demonstration mode without calculation of localization errors) the experiment is currently
conducted.4
In the research mode (actualLocationEnabled == true) the number of estimations that have to
be performed as part of the current experiment (for the current actual location of the tag) is
limited (see theory provided in Section 5.2). In the demonstration mode (actualLocationEnabled
== false) the grid-scan’s performance is not limited by the predefined number of estimations.
The modes are able to be switched with the help of the "Set up actual location of the tag" check
box on one of the screens of the implemented client’s Android application (see GUI presented
in Figure 4.6a).
Data of the formed rings is stored in the scan results sent by the clients to the server. Every
scan result possesses scannerAddress, higherRssiAddress and lowerRssiAddress variables that contain
addresses of nodes (anchors and reference nodes) and fingerprints serving as a center of
4See DMD of the server’s DB provided in Figure B.1 in appendices.
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the ring and as points on the ring’s inner and outer circumferences correspondingly.5 If a
client locates the tag within a circle with the smallest radius, the higherRssiAddress is set to
no. If the tag is located within an area outside of the circle with the biggest radius, then the
lowerRssiAddress is set to no. In order to have an opportunity to operate with the received scan
results (to map addresses provided by them on the corresponding nodes and fingerprints),
the grid-scan algorithm reads currently operating nodes (anchors and reference nodes) as
well as fingerprints acquired by the anchors (if applicable) from the DB and forms their linked
hash maps using unique BLE addresses of anchors and reference nodes and artificially formed
addresses of fingerprints as keys.
Scan results that are going to be further operated by the grid-scan algorithm are also read from
the DB: for every anchor the last scan result obtained by the anchor in the current experiment
is read. Operations with each of the read scan results include the following:
1. Every scan result is added to the collection of scan results of the tag’s estimated location
that is currently being calculated.6
2. From the earlier formed linked hash maps of anchors, reference nodes and fingerprints
required anchor, reference node(s) and/or fingerprint(s) are obtained with the help of
addresses provided by every particular scan result.
3. Coordinates of the obtained anchor, reference node(s) and/or fingerprint(s) are used for
determination of the test venue’s area (a circle with the smallest radius, a ring or an area
outside of the circle with the biggest radius), where, according to the scan result, the tag
locates.
4. Values of the test venue’s cells, which centers belong to the determined area, are incre-
mented.
After consideration of all of the read anchors’ scan results, test venue’s cells with maximal
values are searched. These cells represent an intersection area of the rings and circles formed
by the clients of the system. The CoG of the intersection area is considered as an estimated
location of the tag.
If the system operates in the research mode (actualLocationEnabled == true), then the grid-scan
algorithm calculates localization errors. Then the TagEstimatedLocation object is formed. The
formed object is not written to the DB, if and only if in the research mode (actualLocationEnabled
== true) the current number of performed estimations is greater than or equal to its predefined
maximum. Otherwise, maxNumOfEstimationsReached variable of the formed TagEstimatedLocation
object is additionally initialized (to true, if the system operates in the research mode and the
formed instance of the TagEstimatedLocation class is the last permissible, and to false, otherwise).
5See the ScanResult entity depicted in Figure B.1 in appendices.
6See relationship between the TagEstimatedLocation and the ScanResult entities depicted in Figure B.1 in
appendices.
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Then the finally formed TagEstimatedLocation object is written to the DB with incrementation
of the performed estimations’ number. After formation of a scan result and sending it to the
server, every client reads the most recent instance of the TagEstimatedLocation entity from the
server’s DB.7 If the maxNumOfEstimationsReached flag of the read instance is set to true, then the
client indicates a user about the necessity to stop the scan procedure.
7See sequence diagram depicted in Figure C.4 in appendices.
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Figure 4.12: Activity diagram illustrating the grid-scan’s implementation65
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4.4 Client-server communication
This section introduces the reader to the core logic and mechanisms as well as to the main
scenarios and procedures of the client-server communication.
4.4.1 Core mechanisms of the client-server communication
Communication between the clients and the server of the system has been implemented with
the help of web services. In the implemented ILS web services have been realized with the
help of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).
Whenever a web service is needed to be invoked by a client, an instance of implemented
asynchronous task’s class extending android.os.AsyncTask is created and started to be executed.
The web service is invoked from the executing instance. The android.os.AsyncTask class itself rep-
resents a convenient mechanism of performing background operations and publishing results
on the user interface (UI) thread without having to manipulate threads and/or handlers [22].
Asynchronous tasks are created either in the MainActivity or in the ServiceOperationWithDevices
and the ServiceFingerprintsAcquisition client’s classes that need to communicate with the server
via web services. Logic related to the web services’ invocation is concentrated in methods of
the client’s WebServiceClient class. Web services themselves are implemented by methods of the
server’s CommunicationWithDatabase class and represent operations with the server’s DB tables.
Description of different scenarios of the client-server communication is provided below.8
4.4.2 Loading GUI data requests
One of the cases of the loading GUI data represents the "Read related data from DB" sce-
nario. The general case of this scenario takes place, when a client fills out a dropdown list of
configurations, which set depends on the configuration that has been previously selected in
a dropdown list above. For instance, when user selects a test venue from a corresponding
dropdown list, the system may require to read data of the conveyors’ deployments that have
been created for (are related to) the selected test venue (see, for instance, GUI representing
configuration of a fingerprints’ collection provided in Figure 4.3).9 Other examples repre-
senting general case of the "Read related data from DB" scenario are: reading data of nodes’
deployments related to a selected test venue (see GUI representing configuration of an experi-
ment provided in Figure 4.4) and reading data of fingerprints’ collections related to a selected
8Sequence diagrams representing different scenarios and cases of the client-server communication are depicted
in Figures C.2, C.3, C.4 and C.5. Overview of components that are used in the sequence diagrams is presented
in Figure C.1 in appendices.
9Sequence diagram illustrating load of GUI data by the example of reading data of conveyors’ deployments that
relate to the test venue with provided identifier (ID) is presented in Figure C.2 in appendices.
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conveyor’s deployment (see, for example, GUI representing preliminary configuration of the
fingerprints’ acquisition procedure provided in Figure 4.5).
A special case of the "Read related data from DB" scenario takes place, when a set of nodes, a
set of conveyor’s sections or a set of fingerprints that belong correspondingly to a particular
nodes’ deployment, conveyor’s deployment or a fingerprints’ collection is read from the
server. The obtained sets are not presented in corresponding dropdown lists. However, they
are stored on the client and used in further logic: by the fingerprints’ acquisition or by the
scan procedure. The client indicates a user about obtaining of any mentioned set by the
word "obtained" on the corresponding screen of its Android application (see GUI provided
in Figures 4.5 and 5.7). The core logic of the "Read related data from DB" scenario stays
unchanged for both the general and the special cases.
The load of GUI data by the example of reading data of conveyors’ deployments that relate to
the test venue with provided ID is going to be briefly described below.10 This scenario takes
place, when, for instance, a fingerprints’ collection is configured by a user (see GUI provided
in Figure 4.3).
Whenever the user selects a test venue from the corresponding dropdown list (spinner) in or-
der to configure a fingerprints’ collection, the onItemSelected() method of the MainActivity class
initiates reading data of the related conveyors’ deployments. For this purpose, an instance
of the implemented AsyncCallReadConveyorsDeploymentsDataWS class extending android.os.AsyncTask
is created and started to be executed. As an input parameter, an object comprising ID
of the spinner that has initiated the reading process and ID of the selected test venue is
passed to the asynchronous task. The ID of the spinner is required in order to let the sys-
tem know, which of the spinners providing names of conveyors’ deployments has to be
refilled by the read related data in the end. The asynchronous task itself initiates a web
service invocation by calling the invokeReadRelatedDataWS() method of the WebServiceClient class.
Together with the test venue’s ID, a string embodying the name of the target web method
("readConveyorsDeploymentsData") is passed into it. The invokeReadRelatedDataWS() method
initiates the following execution sequence: firstly, an org.ksoap2.serialization.SoapObject re-
quest is formed by adding ID of the selected test venue as its property; secondly, the
request is added to an org.ksoap2.serialization.SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope as an out-
put SOAP object; finally, the target web service is invoked by calling the call() method
of the org.ksoap2.transport.HttpTransportSE class and passing the envelope and the formed
string of a SOAP action ("http://pkg/readConveyorsDeploymentsData") that embodies
the name of the target web method into it. From this point of the execution flow the
server is part of the operation. On the server side the readConveyorsDeploymentsData() method
of the CommunicationWithDatabase class is started to be executed. The method reads those in-
stances of the ConveyorDeployment DB entity, which terrainId foreign key corresponds to the ID
of the selected test venue provided by the requesting client. The read instances of the
10See sequence diagram presented in Figure C.2 in appendices.
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related conveyors’ deployments are returned to the client in the form of the SOAP ob-
ject. From the obtained SOAP object the wsInvocationList() method of the WebServiceClient
client’s class forms a list of conveyors’ deployments. The list in the end comes to the
AsyncCallReadConveyorsDeploymentsDataWS asynchronous task that transfers it to the MainActivity
by calling its conveyorsDeploymentsDataHasBeenGot() method and passing the list of obtained con-
veyors’ deployments and the ID of the spinner that has initiated the reading process into it. If
the list of obtained conveyors’ deployments is not empty, then their names are presented in
the corresponding dropdown list of conveyors’ deployments. Otherwise, the dropdown list is
filled out by the "No available deployments" text.
4.4.3 Persisting data requests
The persisting data requests (or "Write data to DB" scenario) take place all over the system’s
execution flows: during the setup of experiments described in detail in Section 4.2.1, during
the scan procedure, which logic and execution flows are provided in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.4.4
correspondingly as well as during the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure, which logic and
execution flows are described in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.4.5 respectively. The setup of experiments
implies sending of configured parameters to the server. In the frame of the scan procedure and
during the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure correspondingly scan results and fingerprints
are forwarded to the server.11
During forwarding data from a client to the server the "Write data to DB" scenario passes the
same steps as the "Read related data from DB" one described at length in Section 4.4.2. First
of all, in order to invoke a target web service an instance of the implemented asynchronous
task is created and started to be executed. In the following step, the sequence of the web
service’s invocation is initiated by the asynchronous task. The call of the target web service
is performed by a method of the WebServiceClient class. As parameters, the formed string of
a SOAP action embodying the name of the target web method and the preliminary formed
envelope that in this case carries data needed to be written to the DB are passed to the calling
method. Finally, the target method of the CommunicationWithDatabase class is called on the server
side. The method performs necessary operations with the DB: in this scenario it, if necessary,
reads parent data that is needful for establishing relationship between the tables, forms related
child object and writes it to the DB. As a response, the server forms a string representing data
that has been written to the DB. If an error occured while writing, the client that attempted to
write the data informs a user about the error by means of a toast. Otherwise, execution flow
continues.12
11Sequence diagram illustrating persisting of data by the example of writing data of a configured nodes’ deploy-
ment is depicted in Figure C.3 in appendices.
12For instance, after successful writing of a nodes’ deployment, the client requests the server for the renewed data
of nodes’ deployments and starts to send data of configured anchors and reference nodes to it. This situation is
illustrated in sequence diagram depicted in Figure C.3 in appendices.
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4.4.4 Execution flows of the scan procedure and of the subsequent tag’s estimated
location reading
The scan procedure is performed by the clients of the system. Logic of the scan procedure is
described in detail in Section 4.2.2. Below execution flows of the scan procedure and of the
subsequent tag’s estimated location reading are going to be described.13
The core idea of the scan procedure consists in a cyclic execution of the startScan and the
stopScan java.lang.Runnables.14 The first one is responsible for obtaining of scan results from
the available BLE devices (reference nodes and a tag). The final objective of the second one
consists in sending of a finally formed tag’s scan result to the server.
The startScan runnable is sequentially performed specified number of times (namely, 100
times). Thus, accumulation of scan results is organized. After the accumulation, the stopScan
runnable starts to execute its logic. It filters the accumulated scan results of every detected
BLE device (a reference node or a tag) by their RSSIs. Based on the filtered scan results the
new tag’s scan result is formed and sent to the server in order to be written to the DB.
The procedure of sending of the formed tag’s scan result to the server works in accordance
with the "Write data to DB" scenario described in Section 4.4.3. After successful writing of
the tag’s scan result, the grid-scan algorithm is started to be executed. It calculates the tag’s
estimated location based on the scan results received from the clients of the system. As a
result, a TagEstimatedLocation object is formed and written to the DB. Implementation logic of
the grid-scan algorithm is provided in Section 4.3.2.
The server responses to the client that has initiated the writing. If no error occured while
writing to DB, the client continues to operate and starts to read the last tag’s estimated location
from the server. The reading sequence in general corresponds to the rules of the "Read related
data from DB" scenario described in detail in Section 4.4.2. The difference lies in necessity to
obtain a single and the last instance of the corresponding DB entity and not a collection of
related instances.
If the last tag’s estimated location is successfully read, the client shows it graphically to a user.
It also checks the maxNumOfEstimationsReached flag of the read tag’s estimated location. If the flag
is set to true, the client informs a user about necessity to stop the scan.
13Sequence diagram illustrating the scan procedure and the subsequent tag’s estimated location reading is
presented in Figure C.4 in appendices.
14The cyclic execution of the runnables is represented by the outer loop of the sequence diagram depicted in
Figure C.4 in appendices. The inner loop represents accumulation of scan results for their further filtering.
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4.4.5 Execution flows of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure
The fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is performed by the clients of the system. Every client
uses fingerprints that it has acquired as additional reference points later on. Theoretical basis
of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is described in detail in Section 3.4. Details of its
implementation are provided in Section 4.2.3. Below execution flows of the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure are going to be described.15
The core idea of the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure coincides with the core idea of the scan
procedure and consists in a cyclic execution of the startScan and the stopScan java.lang.Runnables.
The first one scans for the particular tag (BLE beacon) that is moving along a powered con-
veyor (or on a powered line-following robot along its motion path) and obtains a scan result
(RSSI, address of the tag and other concomitant data) from it. The second one calculates
theoretical coordinates of the tag at the moment of the BLE signal’s emission, forms a fin-
gerprint that represents the obtained RSSI that is anchored to the calculated coordinates and
sends the fingerprint to the server. Since, implemented filter cannot be applied in the case of
fingerprints’ acquisition (see basis provided in the frame of the filter’s theoretical introduction
in Section 3.5), the cyclic execution of the runnables is simplified in this case: the scan results’
accumulation loop that is present in logic of the scan procedure (see Figure C.4) is absent
here.
When a scan result is obtained, a timestamp is read. The stopScan runnable always checks
whether the tag is theoretically moving along the conveyor (or the line-following robot’s mo-
tion path) or the conveyor (the motion path) has been already theoretically passed. The check
is performed by comparison of the timestamp with calculated end time of the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure. If the timestamp does not exceed the calculated end time, the scan
result is considered to be obtained from the tag on its motion path. Then a fingerprint is
formed and sent to the server. Moreover, if current time of the client exceeds the calculated
end time, the client immediately informs a user about necessity to stop the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure by means of a toast.
The sending of the formed fingerprint to the server works in accordance with the "Write data
to DB" scenario described in Section 4.4.3. If an error occures while writing to DB, the client
signals about the error by means of toast.
15Sequence diagram illustrating the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure is depicted in Figure C.5 in appendices.
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The system evaluation aims at determining of localization accuracy of the proposed local-
ization strategies (see their theoretical description provided in Section 3.3). For this purpose
several sessions of experiments have been conducted. During the sessions of experiments
four from the five proposed localization strategies (namely, the localization strategies 1–4)
have been examined.
For each of the strategies a tag has been placed sequentially at several predefined points of
the test venue. These are called actual locations of the tag in this thesis. In order to have
comparable results, the same set of the tag’s actual locations has been considered for testing
localization strategies within a particular test venue.
For every actual location of the tag several localization rounds have been performed by the
system. As a result a set of estimated locations with calculated localization errors has been
formed for each of the examined actual location of the tag. After testing of a localization
strategy, mean localization errors have been calculated both for every actual location of the
tag and for the test venue, where the localization strategy was tested, as a whole.
The greater number of localization rounds are performed for an actual location of the tag,
the more reliable its mean localization error is considered to be and the higher weight it
possesses. The weights of the examined actual locations of the tag are taken into consideration,
when the mean localization error of the test venue as a whole is calculated. In order to
equalize contribution of the mean localization errors of the tag’s actual locations to the mean
localization error of the test venue as a whole, the principle of equal weights for actual
locations of the tag has been introduced (see theory provided in Section 5.2) and implemented
(see its application as a part of the grid-scan algorithm described in Section 4.3.2).
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.1 introduces mathematical basis for the
evaluation of the system; Section 5.2 describes the principle of equal weights for the examined
actual locations of the tag; Section 5.3 is devoted to description of the conducted experiments
and to detailed analysis of their results.
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5.1 Levels of evaluation
Two levels of evaluation are proposed for the implemented ILS:
1. Evaluation on the level of actual locations of the tag.
2. Evaluation on the level of localization strategies applied to some particular test venue.
5.1.1 Level of actual locations of the tag
Evaluation on the level of actual locations supposes calculation of mean localization error ε¯ [m]
as well as of sample standard deviation sε [m] of localization errors of every actual location of
the tag.
The mean localization error ε¯ [m] can be calculated according to Equation (5.1) that represents
simple arithmetic average of localization errors calculated by the system while locating the
tag placed at the considered actual location:
(5.1) ε¯ =
nest
∑
i=1
ε i
nest
,
where nest is a number of estimations that have been performed for the considered actual
location of the tag and ε i [m] is an error of the ith estimation.
Error ε [m] of every estimation is composed by its x- and y-components (εx [m] and εy [m]
correspondingly):
(5.2) ε =
√
εx2 + εy2.
Each of the components is calculated as difference of x- or, correspondingly, y-coordinates of
the tag’s estimated and actual locations.
The mean absolute x-error ε¯absx [m] and the mean absolute y-error ε¯absy [m] can be calculated
according to Equations 5.3 and 5.4 correspondingly:
(5.3) ε¯absx =
nest
∑
i=1
|εxi |
nest
(5.4) ε¯absy =
nest
∑
i=1
|εyi |
nest
,
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where nest is a number of estimations that have been performed for the considered actual
location of the tag and εxi [m] and εyi [m] are correspondingly x- and y-components of error
ε i [m] of the ith estimation.
Since it is practically impossible to obtain all the scan results for any possible actual location
of the tag, the obtained ones and, hence, localization errors calculated by the system based on
them represent data samples for the particular test venue. The sample standard deviation
sε [m] of localization errors calculated by the system while locating the tag placed at the
considered actual location can be calculated according to Equation (5.5) [23]:
(5.5) sε =
√
1
nest − 1
nest
∑
i=1
(ε i − ε¯)2,
where nest is a number of estimations that have been performed for the considered actual
location of the tag, ε i [m] is an error of the ith estimation, ε¯ [m] is the mean localization error of
the considered actual location of the tag calculated according to Equation (5.1). If distribution
of the errors is considered to be approximately normal, then one can say that about 68% of the
errors of the particular actual location of the tag fall in the interval of ε¯± sε [m].
The calculated mean localization errors as well as sample standard deviations form the data
set for higher level of the system’s evaluation that is described in Section 5.1.2.
5.1.2 Level of localization strategies
Evaluation on the level of localization strategies represents a more general level of evaluation.
This level operates with mean localization errors E¯ [m] and with sample standard deviations
sE [m] of localization errors of the whole test venues. The mean localization error E¯ [m] can be
calculated according to Equation (5.6):
(5.6) E¯ =
Nact
∑
i=1
(nesti ε¯ i)
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti
,
where Nact is a number of actual locations of the tag that have been examined within a test
venue, ε¯ i [m] is a mean localization error of the ith actual location calculated with the help of
Equation (5.1), nesti is a number of estimations that have been performed for the i
th actual
location of the tag.
The sample standard deviation sE [m] of localization errors of a test venue as a whole can be
calculated according to Equation (5.7), which idea coincides with Equation (5.5) representing
the sample standard deviation of localization errors of an actual location of the tag:
(5.7) sE =
√√√√ 1
Nest − 1
Nest
∑
i=1
(ε i − E¯)2,
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where Nest =
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti is a total number of estimations performed for testing a localization
strategy in the particular test venue (Nact is a number of actual locations of the tag that have
been examined within the test venue, nesti is a number of estimations performed for the i
th
actual location of the tag), ε i [m] is an error of the ith estimation, E¯ [m] is a mean localization
error of the test venue as a whole calculated according to Equation (5.6).
Equation (5.7) can be transformed into Equation (5.8):
(5.8) (Nest − 1) sE2 =
Nact
∑
i=1
[nesti
∑
j=1
(
ε ij − E¯
)2] ,
where ε ij [m] is an error of the jth estimation performed for the ith actual location of the tag.
The inner sum of Equation (5.8) can be transformed as follows:
(5.9)
nesti
∑
j=1
(
ε ij − E¯
)2
=
nesti
∑
j=1
((
ε ij − ε¯ i
)
+
(
ε¯ i − E¯
))2
=
nesti
∑
j=1
(
ε ij − ε¯ i
)2
+ nesti
(
ε¯ i − E¯
)2
=
(
nesti − 1
)
sεi
2 + nesti
(
ε¯ i − E¯
)2
,
where ε¯ i [m] is a mean localization error of the ith actual location of the tag and sεi [m] is a
sample standard deviation of localization errors calculated for the ith actual location.
Equation (5.8) becomes:
(5.10) (Nest − 1) sE2 =
Nact
∑
i=1
[(
nesti − 1
)
sεi
2 + nesti
(
ε¯ i − E¯
)2]
.
Then the sample standard deviation sE [m] of a test venue as a whole can be calculated
according to the following Equation (5.11):
(5.11) sE =
√√√√√Nact∑i=1
(
nesti − 1
)
sεi 2 +
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti
(
ε¯ i − E¯
)2
Nest − 1 ,
where Nact is a number of actual locations of the tag that have been examined within the test
venue, nesti is a number of estimations performed for the i
th actual location of the tag, sεi [m] is
a sample standard deviation of localization errors calculated for the ith actual location, ε¯ i [m] is
a mean localization error of the ith actual location of the tag, E¯ [m] is a mean localization error
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of the test venue as a whole and Nest =
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti is a total number of estimations performed for
testing a localization strategy in the particular test venue (see Equations 5.1, 5.5 and 5.6).
Sample of localization errors of a test venue as a whole contains subsamples of localization
errors of the tag’s actual locations that have been examined within the test venue. Equa-
tion (5.11) expresses the sample standard deviation of localization errors of a test venue as a
whole based on the subsamples’ parameters and is used in this thesis for evaluation on the
level of localization strategies. If distribution of the errors is considered to be approximately
normal, then one can say that about 68% of the errors of the test venue as a whole fall in the
interval of E¯± sE [m].
5.2 Principle of equal weights for actual locations of the tag
Equation (5.6) utilizes principle of weights for the mean localization errors ε¯ i [m] of the
examined actual locations of the tag. The principle of weights is based on the following
statement: the higher number of estimations is performed for an actual location of the tag, the more
reliable its mean localization error is considered to be and, as a result, the higher weight it possesses. In
order to disclose the principle of weights underlying calculation of mean localization error
E¯ [m] of a test venue as a whole, Equation (5.6) can be transformed into Equation (5.12):
(5.12) E¯ =
Nact
∑
i=1
(nesti ε¯ i)
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti
=
Nact
∑
i=1
 nestiNact
∑
i=1
nesti
· ε¯ i
 = Nact∑i=1 (wi · ε¯ i) ,
where in addition to the variables exploited in Equation (5.6) a new variable wi =
nesti
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti
has
been introduced. The new variable wi represents a weight of the mean localization error ε¯ i [m]
of the ith actual location of the tag.
In order to balance impacts of the mean localization errors ε¯ i [m] of actual locations of the tag
onto the mean localization error E¯ [m] of the test venue as a whole, weights wi of the former
ones have to be equalized: wi = w, i = 1..Nact. This in fact means equalization of numbers of
estimations that are performed for every actual location of the tag: nesti = nest, i = 1..Nact.
As a result, Equation (5.6) is transformed into the simple arithmetic average that is expressed
by Equation (5.13):
(5.13) E¯ =
Nact
∑
i=1
(nesti ε¯ i)
Nact
∑
i=1
nesti
=
Nact
∑
i=1
ε¯ i
Nact
.
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The principle of equal weights has been introduced after the first session of experiments,
which is considered as a pre-test and proof of concept, and is not described and analyzed
in detail in this thesis. For the equalization of numbers of estimations that are performed
for every actual location of the tag, the number of estimations is verified in the frame of the
grid-scan algorithm performed on the server. Logic of the grid-scan algorithm is described in
detail in Section 4.3.2.
5.3 Experiments
The purpose of this section is to document and analyze results of the localization experiments
that have been conducted with the help of the implemented ILS. At first, methodological
sequence of the conducted experiments is presented and test venues are described. Then an
overview of the conducted experiments is provided: their configuration parameters, mean
localization errors and sample standard deviations of localization errors on both the level of
actual locations of the tag and the level of localization strategies and brief conclusions are
given. In the end more detailed analysis of the obtained results is performed.
5.3.1 Methodology
Several sessions of localization experiments have been conducted. The methodology reflects
the way how the experiments were approached and the system was evolved: the sequence of
the experiments’ sessions, test venues, where they have been conducted, localization strategies
that have been tested in the each experiments’ session, observations that have been done
during the experiments and the extensions to the system introduced after every experiments’
session.
The methodology is summarized in Table 5.1. Briefly, five session of experiments have been
conducted, for which two test venues (namely, meeting room and classroom that is situated in
the clean room building) have been used (see description of the test venues provided in Section
5.3.2). Starting from the second session of experiments, six anchors and six reference nodes
were exploited. During the sessions of experiments four from the proposed five localization
strategies (namely, the localization strategies 1–4) have been tested (see explanation of the
strategies provided in Section 3.3). The main extensions to the system introduced during the
sessions of experiments include: setup of a dedicated local Wi-Fi network, implementation of
the principle of equal weights for the examined actual locations of the tag (see its description
provided in Section 5.2), unification of the tag’s and the reference nodes’ hardware and
implementation of an RSSI filter.
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Table 5.1: Methodological sequence of the conducted experiments
Session
of experi-
ments
Test venue Number
of anchors/
reference
nodes
Tested lo-
calization
strategies
Observations Extensions to the system intro-
duced after the session
Session 1 meeting
room
3/3 1 and 3 1. Unstable behavior of the used
shared Wi-Fi network; 2. Unfixed
number of estimations performed
for every actual location of the tag
leading to improper estimations
1. Dedicated local Wi-Fi network;
2. Number of estimations that
is fixed and equal for all of the
examined actual locations of the
tag
Session 2 meeting
room
6/6 1 and 3 1. Different hardware of the tag
(TI CC2541 SensorTag) and the ref-
erence nodes (RedBear Beacon B1);
2. High variance of RSSIs leading
to the high variance of accuracy
Reference nodes: replacement of
the RedBear Beacons B1 by the
TI CC2541 SensorTags
Session 3 classroom
in the clean
room build-
ing
6/6 1 and 3 High variance of RSSIs leading to
the high variance of accuracy
Filtering the obtained RSSIs
Session 4 classroom
in the clean
room build-
ing
6/6 1 and 3 Lower variance of accuracy —
Session 5 classroom
in the clean
room build-
ing
6/6 2 and 4 — —
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5.3.2 Test venues
At different stages the implemented ILS has been tested at the following two venues:
1. meeting room
2. classroom in the clean room building
Parameters of the test venues are provided in Table 5.2.
Name Width [m] Length [m]
meeting room 4.75 6.15
classroom in the clean room building 8.55 10.45
Table 5.2: Parameters of the test venues
The meeting room is a rectangular room with a chamfered corner. Windows are mounted along
the short longitudinal wall. During the experiments desks that are being in the room have
been placed in the middle of the room in a shape of a rectangle.
The classroom in the clean room building is a rectangular room with windows mounted along
one of the longitudinal walls. During the experiments some of the tables that are being in the
room have been placed in the middle of the room in a U-shape.
Photos of the test venues are presented in Figure 5.1.
(a) meeting room (b) classroom in the clean room building
Figure 5.1: Photos of the test venues
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5.3.3 Session 1
The first session of experiments has been conducted in the meeting room with tree anchors
and three reference nodes. In this session localization strategies 1 and 3 have been tested.
The first session of experiments is considered as a proof of concept, therefore its localization
results are not listed and analyzed in this thesis. However, while conducting the session the
following was observed:
1. The shared Wi-Fi network used for the client-server communication showed unstable
behavior. As a result, the clients of the system periodically lost connection to the server
and did not provide scan results for their further processing.
2. The number of estimations performed for every actual location of the tag was not fixed
and equal for all of the examined actual locations. This led to unequal contribution of
mean localization errors of the actual locations of the tag to the mean localization error
of the test venue as a whole and, as a result, to improper estimations.
The first problem has been solved by setup of a dedicated local Wi-Fi network that could be
deployed at any test venue. In order to overcome the second problem, the principle of equal
weights for actual locations of the tag has been introduced (see Section 5.2) and implemented
(see its application as a part of the grid-scan algorithm described in Section 4.3.2).
5.3.4 Session 2
The second session of experiments was a repetition of the first one while including the
improvements introduced after the first session. As it was expected, the dedicated local
Wi-Fi network that has been deployed after the first session of experiments in exchange for
the unstable shared Wi-Fi network has shown stable connectivity. After the first session of
experiments a counter of estimations performed for every actual location of the tag has been
introduced. The counter initiated stop of the server’s localization procedure whenever the
fixed maximal number of estimations of every examined actual location of the tag has been
reached. Thus, all of the examined tag’s actual locations had the same number of estimations
and, therefore, possessed equal weights, when calculating the mean localization error of the
test venue as a whole (see theory provided in Section 5.2). Toasts that popped up on the
screens of Android clients indicated about necessity to stop the client’s scan procedure.
For execution of the grid-scan algorithm, which core idea is provided in Section 3.2.3 and
which implementation details are described in Section 4.3.2, the area of the test venue (of the
meeting room) has been broken up into the cells: 15 cells along width and 20 cells long length.
As a result, the size of every cell has come to 0.32 m (width) and 0.31 m (length).
This time six anchors and six reference nodes have been used. With such a set of anchors and
reference nodes localization strategies 1 and 3 have been tested.
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The tag has been represented by the TI CC2541 SensorTag, the reference nodes have been
represented by the RedBear Beacons B1. For both types of the BLE beacons the output power
was equally set to 0 dBm.
5.3.4.1 Test of localization strategy 1
The localization strategy 1 considers the case, when anchors and reference nodes are pairwise
spatially merged with each other. Coordinates of the anchors and reference nodes that
took part in the test of the localization strategy 1 are given in Table 5.3. z-coordinates (the
altitudes of the deployed anchors and reference nodes) are not considered in the localization
procedure. However, in order to document the experiment setup thoroughly the z-coordinates
are presented as well.
x [m] y [m] z [m]
0,20 0,20 0,92
4,55 0,75 0,73
4,55 2,75 0,73
4,55 5,95 0,00
2,40 5,95 0,45
0,20 3,72 0,92
Table 5.3: Session 2, test of localization strategy 1: coordinates of anchors and reference nodes
In this test of localization strategy 1 nine actual locations of the tag have been examined.
The tag has been sequentially placed at different points on the desks that had been pushed
together in the middle of the room (see Figure 5.1a). The nine examined actual locations of
the tag formed a grid have allowed to cover the middle of the room by the localization tests.
For every examined actual location of the tag 50 estimations have been performed.
GUI of the test’s configuration is depicted in Figure 5.2. The GUI provides the functionality to
select a preliminary created experiment (includes parameters of the test venue, its granulation
onto the cells, data of the anchors’ and reference nodes’ deployment), set up an actual location
of the tag, start/stop the scan procedure and represents the complete configuration and (later
on) the progress of the localization procedure.1
1Localization results of this test and of the following test of localization strategy 3 are provided in Table D.1 in
appendices.
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Figure 5.2: Session 2, test of localization strategy 1: GUI of the test’s configuration
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Figure 5.3: Session 2, test of localization strategy 3: GUI of the test’s configuration
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5.3.4.2 Test of localization strategy 3
The localization strategy 3 considers a spatial distribution of anchors and reference nodes.
Therefore, deployment of anchors and reference nodes has been organized as follows: the
anchors have stayed where they were during the test of the localization strategy 1, the
reference nodes have been placed on the desks in the middle of the room. Coordinates of
anchors and reference nodes are provided in Table 5.4.
x [m] y [m] z [m] x [m] y [m] z [m]
A
nc
ho
rs
0,20 0,20 0,92
R
ef
er
en
ce
no
de
s 1,80 1,80 0,73
4,55 0,75 0,73 2,60 1,80 0,73
4,55 2,75 0,73 3,40 1,80 0,73
4,55 5,95 0,00 1,80 3,40 0,73
2,40 5,95 0,45 2,60 3,40 0,73
0,20 3,72 0,92 3,40 3,40 0,73
Table 5.4: Session 2, test of localization strategy 3: coordinates of anchors and reference nodes
In order to perform a proper comparison of the localization strategies tested within the same
particular test venue, the same actual locations of the tag have always been examined in the
particular test venue. In this test of localization strategy 3 the same nine actual locations of
the tag (as in the foregoing test of the localization strategy 1) have been examined. For every
actual location of the tag 50 estimations have been performed.
Configuration of the test is depicted in Figure 5.3.
5.3.4.3 Observations
The localization strategy 3 has demonstrated better accuracy and lower deviation of local-
ization errors from their mean than the localization strategy 1 (namely, the strategies have
resulted in the mean localization errors of 1.43 m and 1.57 m correspondingly and in the sam-
ple standard deviations of localization errors of 0.66 m and 0.96 m respectively).2 However,
the results show noticeable fluctuations of estimations within the test venue. The fluctuations
arising from the high variety of the obtained RSSIs influence localization accuracy of the
system. According to the results, maximal localization error of the tested localization strategy
1 appeared during one of the estimations has come to 5.32 m. The localization strategy 3 has
shown the maximal localization error of 4.03 m.
2See localization results provided in Table D.1 in appendices.
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5.3.5 Session 3
The third session of experiments has been performed in the classroom that is situated in
the clean room building. The classroom is three times bigger than the meeting room where
the previous sessions of experiments have been conducted (see size parameters of the test
venues in Table 5.2). The main interest of this session of experiments consisted in testing the
localization strategies within a bigger test venue.
In the frame of the previous two sessions of experiments, the tag and the reference nodes have
been represented by different hardware (by the TI CC2541 SensorTag and by the RedBear
Beacons B1 respectively). Both types of beacons have possessed the same output power of
0 dBm. However, different types of hardware may have different antenna characteristics.
Therefore, for the clarity of experiment the RedBear Beacons B1 have been replaced by the TI
CC2541 SensorTags.
The area of the test venue has been broken up into 27 cells along width and 34 cells along
length. Thus the same degree of granulation as it has been set up earlier for the second session
of experiments has been achieved: size of every cell has come to 0.32 m (width) and 0.31 m
(length).
The third session has been conducted with six anchors and six reference nodes. With this set
of anchors and reference nodes localization strategies 1 and 3 have been tested.
5.3.5.1 Test of localization strategy 1
Coordinates of anchors and reference nodes participated in this test are given in Table 5.5.
x [m] y [m] z [m]
0,60 1,70 0,73
8,55 1,10 0,82
8,55 5,05 0,82
8,55 9,40 0,82
0,20 10,25 0,77
0,20 5,95 0,63
Table 5.5: Sessions 3 and 4, test of localization strategy 1: coordinates of anchors and reference
nodes
Nine actual locations of the tag have been examined during the test. The tag has been
sequentially placed at different points on the desks forming a U-shape in the middle of the
room (see Figure 5.1b) and on the floor inside the U-shape. The nine examined actual locations
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Figure 5.4: Sessions 3 and 4, test of localization strategy 1: GUI of the test’s configuration
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Figure 5.5: Sessions 3 and 4, test of localization strategy 3: GUI of the test’s configuration
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of the tag formed a grid have allowed to cover the middle of the room by the localization tests.
Seven of the actual locations of the tag have been estimated 100 times each. The rest two of
them have been estimated 90 times each.
Configuration of the test is depicted in Figure 5.4.3
5.3.5.2 Test of localization strategy 3
Coordinates of anchors and reference nodes participated in this test are provided in Table 5.6.
After the test of the localization strategy 1 the anchors have stayed where they were. The
reference nodes have been placed on the desks forming a U-shape in the middle of the room.
x [m] y [m] z [m] x [m] y [m] z [m]
A
nc
ho
rs
0,60 1,70 0,73
R
ef
er
en
ce
no
de
s 2,75 4,35 0,73
8,55 1,10 0,82 2,75 5,75 0,73
8,55 5,05 0,82 2,75 7,15 0,73
8,55 9,40 0,82 5,55 4,35 0,73
0,20 10,25 0,77 5,55 5,75 0,73
0,20 5,95 0,63 5,55 7,15 0,73
Table 5.6: Sessions 3 and 4, test of localization strategy 3: coordinates of anchors and reference
nodes
In the test of localization strategy 3 the same nine actual locations of the tag (as in the foregoing
test of the localization strategy 1) have been examined. For every actual location of the tag 50
estimations have been performed.
Configuration of the test is depicted in Figure 5.5.
5.3.5.3 Observations
The localization strategy 3 has again demonstrated better accuracy and lower deviation of
localization errors from their mean than the localization strategy 1 (namely, the strategies
have resulted in the mean localization errors of 2.96 m and 4.05 m correspondingly and in
the sample standard deviations of localization errors of 1.38 m and 2.05 m respectively).4
3Localization results of this test and of the following test of localization strategy 3 are provided in Table D.2 in
appendices.
4See localization results provided in Table D.2 in appendices.
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However, the localization accuracy has decreased in comparison with the previous session
of experiments described in Section 5.3.4. The reason lies in the larger size of the test venue
while the same number of anchors and reference nodes and similar deployment approach
have been used. The change of the test venue has led to longer distances between the anchors
and the reference nodes. This, in turn, has influenced the variety of obtained RSSIs and, as
a result, the variety of estimations, since the BLE signals have become more affected by the
noise on the longer way (see Section 3.5). According to the results, maximal localization error
of the tested localization strategy 1 appeared during one of the estimations was 9.19 m. The
localization strategy 3 has shown a maximal localization error of 6.15 m. The localization
accuracy has been also affected by enlargement of the rings’ and circles’ intersections, which
centers of gravity are considered as estimated locations of the tag (see Section 3.2).
5.3.6 Session 4
Before the forth session of experiments an RSSI filter has been implemented. The filter is
intended to eliminate fluctuations in obtained RSSIs and thus increase the localization accuracy
of the system. The core idea of the filter is provided in Section 3.5. Its implementation details
are described in Section 4.2.2.
In order to evaluate the performance of the implemented filter, the forth session of experiments
has been repeated in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building (see Figure 5.1b).
In this session of experiments localization strategies 1 and 3 have been tested once again.
Deployment of anchors and reference nodes, placing of actual locations of the tag as well as
the degree of granulation of the test venue have been replicated from the previous session of
experiments.
5.3.6.1 Test of localization strategy 1
For this test anchors and reference nodes have been placed at the same points as for the test
of the localization strategy 1 during the previous session of experiments (see Table 5.5). The
same nine actual locations of the tag have been examined. At this time all of them have been
estimated 100 times each.
Configuration of this test corresponds to the configuration that is depicted in Figure 5.4.5
5Localization results of this test and of the following test of localization strategy 3 are provided in Table D.3 in
appendices.
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5.3.6.2 Test of localization strategy 3
For this test anchors and reference nodes have been deployed at the same points as for the
test of localization strategy 3 in the previous session of experiments (see Table 5.6). The same
nine actual locations of the tag have been examined. For each of them 100 estimations have
been performed.
Configuration of the test corresponds to the configuration that is depicted in Figure 5.5.
5.3.6.3 Observations
The implemented filter has yielded good results.6 The localization accuracy of the system
has improved: the localization strategy 1 has resulted in the mean localization error of 3.61
m (compared to its result of 4.05 m in the previous session of experiments), the localization
strategy 3 has resulted in the mean localization error of 2.34 m (against its result of 2.96 m
in the previous session of experiments). Due to the filtering, the maximal localization errors
of the localization strategies 1 and 3 have diminished to 7.44 m and 5.66 m correspondingly.
This session of experiments has also shown a decrease in deviation of localization errors
from their mean for the localization strategy 1: it has resulted in a sample standard deviation
of localization errors of 1.46 m (against 2.05 m in the previous session of experiments). In
general, one can say that localization strategy 3 has again shown better performance than
localization strategy 1, except for its sample standard deviation of localization errors that
has unexpectedly increased to 1.51 m and exceeded the same parameter of the localization
strategy 1 by 5 cm.
5.3.7 Session 5
The fifth session of experiments was intended for evaluating the influence of preliminary
calibrating the system with the help of an automatic movement (in this particular case, with
the help of a line-following robot) on the localization accuracy. Thus, in the fifth session of
experiments localization strategies 2 and 4 have been tested (description of the strategies
is provided in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4 correspondingly). In order to have an opportunity
to evaluate performance of the foregoing localization strategies 2 and 4 in comparison with
performance of localization strategies 1 and 3, the fifth session of experiments has been
conducted in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building (see Figure 5.1b),
where the latter couple of strategies has been already tested during the previous sessions of
experiments. Deployment of anchors and reference nodes, placing of actual locations of the
tag as well as degree of granulation of the test venue have been replicated from the third
6See localization results provided in Table D.3 in comparison with localization results provided in Table D.2 in
appendices.
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and from the forth sessions of experiments (see their descriptions in Sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.6
correspondingly). The motion path of the line-following robot has been provided along the
U-shape that is formed by desks in the middle of the room. Before preliminary calibrating
the system (namely, before the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure) with the help of the robot,
its speed has been measured. It was 0.21 m/s. The robot’s motion path consisted of three
path sections. Their coordinates are provided in Table 5.7. Altitudes of the path sections
(their z-coordinates) are not taken into account in the further localization procedure and are
provided in order to document the experiment setup thoroughly. The line-following robot on
its motion path with a tag placed onto it is depicted in Figure 5.6. During the fingerprints’
acquisition procedure every anchor has acquired 4–5 fingerprints.
x [m] y [m] x [m] y [m] z [m]
B
eg
in
ni
ng 5,90 2,95
En
d 5,90 8,20
A
lt
it
ud
e 0,73
5,90 8,20 2,40 8,20 0,73
2,40 8,20 2,40 2,95 0,73
Table 5.7: Session 5: coordinates of the robot’s path sections
Figure 5.6: Session 5: line-following robot on its motion path with a tag placed onto it
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5.3.7.1 Test of localization strategy 2
For this test anchors and reference nodes have been placed at the same points as for the tests
of localization strategy 1 during the third and the forth sessions of experiments (see Table 5.5).
During the test the tag has been sequentially placed at the same nine actual locations as during
the third and the forth sessions of experiments conducted in the classroom. Every actual
location of the tag has been estimated 100 times.
Configuration of the test is depicted in Figure 5.7.7
5.3.7.2 Test of localization strategy 4
For this test anchors and reference nodes have been placed at the same points as for the tests
of localization strategy 3 during the third and the forth sessions of experiments (see Table 5.6).
The same nine actual locations of the tag have been chosen for their estimation. Every actual
location of the tag has been estimated 100 times.
Configuration of the test is depicted in Figure 5.8.
5.3.7.3 Observations
The tests of the localization strategies 2 and 4 have shown ambiguous results.8 On the one
hand, the test of the localization strategy 2 has confirmed expectations from usage of an
automatic movement (in this case, of the line-following robot) for the purpose of preliminary
calibration of the system. Localization strategy 2 has resulted in the mean localization error of
2.67 m. For comparison, localization strategy 1 that operated with the same deployment of
nodes, but did not leverage an automatic movement, has resulted in the mean localization
error of 3.61 m during the previous session of experiments. On the other hand, the test of the
localization strategy 4 has not shown any accuracy improvements in comparison with the
localization strategy 3 that operated with the same deployment of nodes, but did not use an
automatic movement for the preliminary calibration of the system. The localization strategy
4 has resulted in the mean localization error of 2.36 m, whereas the localization strategy 3
tested in the frame of the previous session of experiments has resulted in 2.34 m. However,
the localization strategy 4 has shown lower deviation of localization errors from their mean
than the localization strategy 3: their sample standard deviations of localization errors have
come to 1.07 m and 1.51 m correspondingly. The localization strategy 2, on the contrary, has
not resulted in a lower deviation of localization errors from their mean in comparison with
7Localization results of this test and of the following test of localization strategy 4 are provided in Table D.4 in
appendices.
8See localization results provided in Table D.4 in comparison with localization results provided in Table D.3 in
appendices.
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Figure 5.7: Session 5, test of localization strategy 2: GUI of the test’s configuration
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Figure 5.8: Session 5, test of localization strategy 4: GUI of the test’s configuration
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the localization strategy 1. In order to confirm positive effect of the preliminary calibration
of the system with the help of an automatic movement, repeated sessions of experiments
are needed. However, the fifth session of experiments has confirmed the following tendency
once again: the considered deployments of anchors and reference nodes, where they are
spatially distributed with respect to each other, show better localization performance than the
considered deployments, when every anchor is spatially merged with a reference node.
5.3.8 Evaluation of results
This section provides detailed analysis of the localization results obtained during the sessions
of experiments described in Sections 5.3.4, 5.3.5, 5.3.6 and 5.3.7.9 The following approaches
are proposed for the analysis of the localization results:
1. Comparison of localization strategies tested in every particular session of experiments: Since
every particular session of experiments considered a test of localization strategy working
with spatially merged anchors and reference nodes and a test of localization strategy
considering their spatially distributed deployment, this approach to evaluation of results
aims at comparison of the implemented ILS’s performance for the cases, when anchors
and reference nodes are spatially merged and when they are spatially distributed.
2. Comparison of localization strategies of the same name tested in the third and in the forth
sessions of experiments: Since the forth session of experiments differs from the third one
in filtering of obtained RSSIs, this approach is intended for assessment of the filter’s
performance.
3. Comparison of the localization strategies 1 and 2, and the localization strategies 3 and 4 tested
in the forth and in the fifth sessions of experiments correspondingly: Since the localization
strategies 1 and 2 (as well as the localization strategies 3 and 4) differ from each other
only in absence or presence of a preliminary calibration of the system with the help of an
automatic movement, this approach to evaluation of results is intended for assessment of
the implemented ILS’s performance without and with usage of an automatic movement
(in this particular case, of a line-following robot) for the system’s preliminary calibration.
5.3.8.1 Comparison of localization strategies tested in every particular session of
experiments
During every particular session of experiments tests of two different localization strategies
have been conducted. The first of the two tested localization strategies has always considered
spatially merged anchors and reference nodes (localization strategies 1 and 2). The second
9The obtained localization results that are going to be graphically presented and evaluated in this section are
provided in Tables D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4. Summary of the results is provided in Table D.5 in appendices.
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one has always worked with their spatially distributed deployment (localization strategies 3
and 4).
Localization results of tests conducted in two different test venues (namely, in the meeting
room and in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building) are depicted in Figures
5.9 and 5.10. The figures represent evaluation of performance of the implemented ILS on
the level of localization strategies (mathematical basis of this evaluation level is provided
in Section 5.1.2). The figures show mean localization errors E¯ [m] and sample standard
deviations sE [m] of localization errors of the tested localization strategies for every test venue
as a whole.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 clearly show that each of the tested localization strategies working with
spatially distributed deployment of anchors and reference nodes (namely, the localization
strategy 3 or 4) excels the one that has been tested in the same session of experiments and
that works with spatially merged deployment of anchors and reference nodes (namely, the
localization strategy 1 or 2) in localization accuracy and in deviation of localization errors from
their mean. The only one session of experiments, when the spatially distributed deployment
of anchors and reference nodes has resulted in a slightly higher deviation of localization errors
from their mean (but still in a better localization accuracy) than the spatially merged one, was
the forth session of experiments.10
More detailed comparison of localization strategies tested in the frame of every particular
session of experiments can be performed on the level of actual locations of the tag (mathe-
matical basis of this evaluation level is provided in Section 5.1.1). Graphs that provide such
kind of comparison are depicted in Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14. Each of the graphs shows
nine actual locations of the tag examined in the frame of a session of experiments with the
help of two localization strategies. For each of the nine actual locations of the tag mean
localization errors ε¯ [m] and sample standard deviations sε [m] of localization errors of the
tested localization strategies are presented. The graphs show that the localization strategy 3
working with a spatially distributed deployment of anchors and reference nodes has resulted
in better localization accuracy for most of the examined actual locations of the tag and in
evidently lower deviation of localization errors from their means than the localization strategy
1 considering spatially merged anchors and reference nodes (see Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13).
Despite the fact that for a test venue as whole the localization strategy 4 (spatially distributed
anchors and reference nodes) has resulted in a higher localization accuracy and in a lower
deviation of localization errors from their mean than the localization strategy 2 (spatially
merged anchors and reference nodes)11, their comparison on the level of actual locations of
the tag (see Figure 5.14) does not reflect this fact evidently. The localization strategies 2 and
4 that leverage an automatic movement for preliminary calibration of the system should be
tested additionally.
10See localization results provided in Table D.3 in appendices.
11See Table D.4 provided in appendices as well as Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Localization results of tests conducted in the meeting room
Figure 5.10: Localization results of tests conducted in the classroom that is situated in the
clean room building
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Nevertheless, in general, the comparison of localization strategies tested in every particular
session of experiments (in fact, the comparison of implemented ILS’s performance for the
cases, when anchors and reference nodes are spatially merged and when they are spatially
distributed) has shown advantages of the latter approach.
5.3.8.2 Comparison of localization strategies of the same name tested in the third and in the
forth sessions of experiments
After the third session of experiments that was conducted in the classroom that is situated in
the clean room building and that tested the localization strategies 1 and 3, an RSSI filter has
been implemented. In order to assess its performance, the same two localization strategies
have been tested once again in the forth session of experiments.
Localization results of the tested strategies reflecting their performance in the test venue
as a whole are presented in Figure 5.10. The results show that localization accuracy of the
strategies tested in the forth session of experiments is higher than localization accuracy of
the strategies having the same name and tested in the third session of experiments.12 More
detailed comparison of localization strategies of the same name tested in the third and in
the forth sessions of experiments is provided in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The comparison is
performed on the level of actual locations of the tag. Even though Figure 5.15 does not provide
an obvious picture of improvement in localization accuracy for the localization strategy 1
with introduction of the RSSI filter, Figure 5.16 evidently confirms such kind of improvement
for the localization strategy 3.
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 also show a reduction in deviation of localization errors from their
means with the filter’s introduction. Although the test of the localization strategy 3 in the
fourth session of experiments has not shown reduction in this parameter for the test venue as
a whole in comparison with the test of the same strategy in the third session of experiments13,
the former one has shown an obvious reduction in deviation of localization errors from
their means in comparison with the latter one on the level of actual locations of the tag (see
Figure 5.16). The slightly higher deviation of this parameter that the former one has shown
for the test venue as a whole in comparison with the latter one can be explained by strong
deteriorations in its localization accuracy for the first and for the ninth actual locations of the
tag. Such kind of fluctuations have influenced mean localization error of the test venue as a
whole, which itself has made an impact on sample standard deviation of localization errors of
the test venue as a whole (see Equations 5.6 and 5.11).
In general, one can confidently state that the implemented RSSI filter has improved localization
accuracy of the system and decreased deviation of localization errors from their mean.
12See also localization results provided in Tables D.2 and D.3 in appendices.
13See Tables D.2 and D.3 provided in appendices as well as Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.11: Performance of localization strategies 1 and 3 tested in the second session of
experiments
Figure 5.12: Performance of localization strategies 1 and 3 tested in the third session of experi-
ments
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Figure 5.13: Performance of localization strategies 1 and 3 tested in the forth session of experi-
ments
Figure 5.14: Performance of localization strategies 2 and 4 tested in the fifth session of experi-
ments
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Figure 5.15: Performance of localization strategy 1 tested in the third and in the forth sessions
of experiments
Figure 5.16: Performance of localization strategy 3 tested in the third and in the forth sessions
of experiments
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5.3.8.3 Comparison of the localization strategies 1 and 2, and the localization strategies 3 and
4 tested in the forth and in the fifth sessions of experiments correspondingly
The fifth session of experiments aimed at evaluation of performance of the implemented ILS
with its preliminary calibration with the help of an automatic movement (in this case, of a
line-following robot). Tests of the localization strategies 2 and 4 conducted in the fifth session
of experiments have shown ambiguous results.14 On the one hand, the test of the localization
strategy 2 has demonstrated advantage of preliminary calibration of the system with the help
of an automatic movement: localization accuracy of the system for the test venue as a whole
has improved in comparison with the same parameter of the localization strategy 1 that had
identical nodes’ deployment and that was tested in the previous session of experiments (see
Figure 5.10). The improvement in localization accuracy is also confirmed by comparison of the
named two localization strategies on the level of actual locations of the tag (see Figure 5.17).
Regarding deviation of localization errors from their means for the test venue as a whole the
named two localization strategies have resulted in almost identical sample standard deviation
values (see Figure 5.10).
On the other hand, the test of the localization strategy 4 has not confirmed improvement
in localization accuracy of the system detected after the test of the localization strategy 2:
the localization strategy 4 has resulted in almost the same localization accuracy for the test
venue as a whole as the localization strategy 3 that had identical nodes’ deployment and that
was tested in the frame of the previous session of experiments (see Figure 5.10). Moreover,
localization accuracy of the strategy 3 for the test venue as a whole has been impaired by
strong deteriorations in its localization accuracy for the first and for the ninth actual locations
of the tag (see Figure 5.18) and should be even better. Regarding deviation of localization
errors from their means for the test venue as a whole the localization strategy 4 has resulted
in a lower one than the localization strategy 3 (see Figure 5.10). However, this parameter of
the localization strategy 3 could be affected by the accuracy fluctuations mentioned above
(see Equations 5.6 and 5.11) and cannot be considered for an objective comparison.
In order to confirm positive effect of the preliminary calibration of the system with the help of
an automatic movement, repeated sessions of experiments are needed.
14See Table D.4 in comparison with Table D.3 provided in appendices.
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Figure 5.17: Performance of localization strategies 1 and 2 tested in the forth and in the fifth
sessions of experiments correspondingly
Figure 5.18: Performance of localization strategies 3 and 4 tested in the forth and in the fifth
sessions of experiments correspondingly
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This chapter starts by summary of the conducted research (see Section 6.1) and is concluded
with suggestions for possible extensions of the implemented prototype ILS and with sugges-
tions for future research (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3 correspondingly).
6.1 Summary
Being led by the aim of creating a low-cost ILS that could be used by SMEs an RSSI-based ILS
has been proposed for its further implementation. Advantage of the RSSI-based ILSs consists
in portability, low cost and low power consumption of RF sensors that this type of systems
uses. As an approach for the RSSI-based indoor localization, triangulation that operates with
the path-loss nature of RF signals has been proposed. The RSSI-based triangulation is the most
promising for building a low-cost ILS, since it can be applied only with few modifications of
the base technology and with hardware of standard wireless technologies such as BLE and
Wi-Fi.
Usage of standard wireless technology decreases hardware costs and, therefore, corresponds
to the purpose of creating a low-cost ILS. As a result, BLE technology that is currently widely
spread among modern mobile phones and portable electronic devices and that possesses low
cost and low power consumption has been proposed for its usage.
In order to increase its localization accuracy, an RSSI-based ILS demands calibration. The
calibration procedure is time-consuming and, consequently, increases cost of the system.
For a low-cost ILS efforts associated with its calibration should be reduced or even totally
eliminated while providing a localization accuracy that is sufficient for reducing search times
on the shop floor, which means that positions should be known at least in a sub-room level.
Two research concepts have been proposed in this master’s thesis. The first concept aims at
leveraging automatic movement that is available in industry (e.g. a conveyor) for the purpose
of simplification of the required calibration procedure. The second concept uses range-
free localization technique with fixed nodes that are spatially distributed into emitters and
receivers. Range-free localization techniques (unlike the range-based ones) do not demand
calibration of the system and, thus, correspond to the concept of a low-cost ILS needed to
be designed and implemented. As a localization approach, the core idea of the ROCRSSI
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range-free localization technique for the first time formulated by Liu et al. [1] has been
proposed to use (see description of the ROCRSSI provided in Section 3.2).
Based on the core idea of the ROCRSSI and on the two named research concepts five local-
ization strategies have been proposed (see detailed description of the strategies presented in
Section 3.3). In order to test these localization strategies and, thus, investigate the proposed
research concepts, an RSSI-based ILS has been implemented.
From the design point of view, the implemented ILS represents a client-server architecture.
The clients are represented by BLE compatible Android smartphones and serve as BLE signals’
receivers. Communication between the clients and the server deployed on a laptop has been
organized with the help of web services via Wi-Fi. The server is intended for allocation of the
web services and DB, and for performance of the localization algorithm (see description of
the system’s architecture provided in detail in Section 3.1 as well as its implementation details
provided in Chapter 4).
Performance of the implemented ILS has been evaluated in several sessions of experiments.
The experiments have been conducted in two test venues (namely, in the meeting room and
in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building). During the experiments four
from the proposed five localization strategies (namely, the localization strategies 1–4) have
been tested (see description of the test venues as well as review of the conducted sessions of
experiments and detailed analysis of the obtained localization results provided in Section 5.3).
The obtained localization results have shown the following:1
1. Spatially distributed deployments of anchors and reference nodes tested in the con-
ducted sessions of experiments have performed better than the spatially merged ones
(both in terms of localization accuracy and in terms of deviation of localization errors
from their means). This confirms the assumption about better performance of the former
ones made in Section 3.3.3. Such kind of improvement could be explained by increase in
variety of rings that are able to be generated by every anchor. This itself enlarges variety
of the rings’ intersections and shrinks the intersections’ sizes. As a result, improvement
in localization accuracy of the system is achieved. Variety of rings that could be gen-
erated by every anchor can be enlarged even more by increasing number of deployed
reference nodes (standard BLE beacons) that are comparatively cheap.
2. High variance of RSSIs led to the high variance of the system’s localization accuracy.
In order to improve localization accuracy of the system, an RSSI filter has been im-
plemented after the third session of experiments. The filter has, in general, improved
localization accuracy of the system and decreased deviation of localization errors from
their mean. Implementation of the filter has been complicated by the BLE scan behavior
of Motorola Moto G 2014 Android smartphones acting as clients of the implemented
ILS. It has been found empirically for the Motorola Moto G 2014 Android smartphones
1The results are provided in Tables D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4, and are summarized in Table D.5 in appendices.
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that a short latency of the scan rounds together with a large number of their repetitions
provides good compromise between the total amount of time that is spent on the scan
and the number of accumulated scan results. However, even such a good compromise
has allowed to accumulate only 10–15 scan results for their further filtering after 100
of 200 milliseconds scan rounds (20 seconds in total). Despite the positive effect of the
implemented filter on the localization accuracy of the system and on the deviation of
localization errors from their mean, the accumulated 10–15 scan results could not be
considered sufficient for their further filtering. Accumulation of a greater number of
scan results would increase the total time spent on the scan. Theoretical basis of the
implemented filter is provided in Section 3.5. Details of its implementation in the client’s
scan procedure are described in Section 4.2.2.
Significantly better scan behavior is provided, for instance, by BLE smart dongles (e.g.
by BLED112). Implementation of the ILS on their basis would allow to accumulate
sufficient number of scan results during a shorter period of time.
3. Tests of the localization strategies 2 and 4 that leverage preliminary calibration of the
system with the help of an automatic movement (in this particular case, with the help of
a line-following robot) have led to ambiguous results: whereas the localization strategy
2 has shown betterment in localization accuracy of the system for the test venue as a
whole, the localization strategy 4 – has not.
Among all of the tests of localization strategies conducted in the classroom that is situated
in the clean room building (width of the test venue amounts 8.55 m, length – 10.45 m) the
best localization accuracy for the test venue as a whole has been achieved by the localization
strategy 3 tested in the frame of the fourth session of experiments with filtering of the obtained
RSSIs. Although the localization accuracy of the strategy 3 for the test venue as a whole has
been impaired by strong deteriorations in its localization accuracy for the first and for the
ninth actual locations of the tag (see Figure 5.18), it has come to 2.34 m. Accumulation of a
greater number of scan results for their further filtering or use of additional reference nodes
might increase the localization accuracy of the system even more.
6.2 Suggestions for further extensions of the system
Recommendations listed below are directed towards extension of the implemented ILS. How-
ever, some of them can be considered as general recommendations for an ILS’s implementation.
The suggestions for further extension of the system are:
1. Implementation of principles of ROCRSSI++: The implemented ILS leverages principles
of the original ROCRSSI localization technique proposed by Liu et al. [1] and of its
first refinement proposed by Crepaldi et al. [13] and denoted by them as ROCRSSI+.
However, the ROCRSSI+ possesses some inefficiencies that have been overcome by
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the next refinement of the localization technique proposed by Frattini et al. [10] and
denoted by them as ROCRSSI++. Refinements that have been proposed by the authors of
ROCRSSI++ could also be realized in the implemented ILS. For instance, since distances
between anchors and reference nodes are known to the system, it is possible to evaluate
reliability of the obtained RSSIs. Greater RSSI that has been obtained from a longer
distance should be considered more reliable than a lower one obtained from a shorter
distance. The latter is considered to be affected by more obstacles than the former
one. In the implemented ILS variability of RSSIs has been smoothed out by the filter
accumulating RSSIs during some period of time, filtering out particularly high and
low accumulated values and averaging the rest. However, the authors of ROCRSSI++
localization technique propose also to apply a weighted mean for the averaging. Greater
RSSIs should have greater weights and, as a result, affect the average RSSI in greater
degree, since the greater RSSIs are considered to be more dependent only on distance
and less on obstacles. The last refinement that could be realized as an extension of
the implemented ILS refers to channel symmetry. Under a channel the authors of
ROCRSSI++ understand a communication link between two fixed nodes separated
by a known distance. From the two RSSIs obtained by fixed nodes of the channel
the greatest one is chosen as a reciprocal RSSI value of the channel. Principle of the
channels symmetry could be applied for the localization strategies 1 and 3 operating
with spatially merged fixed nodes.
Description of the original ROCRSSI localization technique and its refinements is pro-
vided in Section 3.2. Proposed localization strategies are described in Section 3.3.
2. Usage of running average while filtering: The implemented filter operates with idea of
discrete accumulation of RSSIs during the preset time interval (see description of the
realized filter from the theoretical and from the practical points of view in Sections 3.5
and 4.2.2 correspondingly). After the accumulation, particularly high and low RSSIs are
filtered out and the rest is averaged. Radius Networks propose to use running average of
RSSIs for their filtering [15]. They suggest to filter measurements that have been received
during the most recent 20 seconds and do not to wait their accumulation for further
filtering. Implementation of such kind of filter would allow to smooth discretization of
the localization process. However, as it has been already mentioned in Section 3.5, both
of the filters (the original one and the implemented one) deprive the system of its ability
to react to any movements of scanning or/and emitting device(s) on-the-fly.
3. Cloud-based ILS service: The idea of a cloud-based ILS totally corresponds to the necessity
to create an ILS that would offer a simple way of introduction and minimal operational
effort required by SMEs. A cloud-based ILS would be able to propose required hardware
based on the shop floor plan and further frame conditions and would allow hardware
of the ILS being installed and used without the need for configuration by SMEs.
4. Implementation of a centralized remote control of clients: The implemented ILS demands
controlling the realized scan and fingerprints’ acquisition procedures (namely, their start
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and stop) locally from every client (see GUI presented and described in Section 4.2.1).
If the clients operate in a shop floor and are protected by covers, any operations with
them will be inconvenient. As a solution, implementation of a client that would serve
as a control panel is suggested. The client could undertake the following functionality:
setup of experiments, remote start/stop of the scan and the fingerprints’ acquisition
procedures on the selected clients, graphical representation of the currently conducted
localization. The other clients should undertake the scanning functionality only. The
described scenario could be implemented, for example, with the help of the WebSocket
protocol providing full-duplex connection that can be established once and kept for a
long time.
5. Localization of several tags: Currently only a single tag can be localized by the imple-
mented ILS. In order to bring it closer to the reality, where several work pieces and/or
tools may require their localization, ability to localize several tags should be imple-
mented.
6. Usage of several conveyors: The implemented ILS considers leveraging an automatic
movement (e.g. a conveyor) for simplification of calibration procedure. In the imple-
mented ILS sections of conveyor are considered to be connected in series (without gaps).
Thus, they constitute a single conveyor. If there are gaps between the sections, several
conveyors are considered in the system. In order to bring the implemented ILS closer to
the reality, where several conveyors may be situated on the shop floor, ability to acquire
fingerprints from several separate conveyors should be added to the system.
7. Usage of capability of Android 5.0 Lollipop to act as a peripheral BLE device: Starting from
Android 5.0 an Android device is able to act not only as a central (scanning) device, but
also as a peripheral (emitting) one [18]. Since all of the clients of the implemented ILS
are represented by Motorola Moto G 2014 smartphones controlling by Android 5.0, they
also could be used as additional emitting devices (as additional reference points of the
system).
8. Usage of the distance(RSSI) relation: Since anchors of the system obtain some of the
RSSIs from reference nodes, which coordinates and, hence, distances to the anchors are
known or acquire fingerprints, which coordinates are calculated and known as well,
the distance(RSSI) relation could be easily built by the system. Let us assume a test
venue, where three fixed nodes FN1, FN2 and FN3 are operating (see Figure 6.1). Let
us also assume that the fixed node FN1 has obtained RSSITFN1 from the sought tag T.
Based on the preliminary built distance(RSSI) relation, the system is able to estimate
distance d1 = distance(RSSITFN1) from the fixed node FN1 to the tag T. Thus, a circle,
in which proximity, according to the fixed node FN1, the tag is most probably situated,
is determined by the system. Such an estimation of the distance could be used for
calculation of CoG of a formed intersection area. Instead of arithmetic mean (average),
weighted arithmetic mean is proposed to be used for calculation of the CoG. Weights are
proposed to be assigned to the cells of the intersection area in accordance with proximity
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of their centers to the determined circles: the closer is the cell’s center to the circle, the
higher is the cell’s weight. Let us again consider the fixed node FN1 and the circle of
radius d1, in which proximity, according to the fixed node, the tag is situated. In this case,
higher weights (m) could be assigned to the cells of the intersection area, which centers
lie within the proximity ring with inner and outer radiuses (d1 − ∆d) and (d1 + ∆d)
correspondingly. To all of the other cells of the intersection area lower weights (n < m)
could be assigned. Value of the distance ∆d could be chosen, for instance, based on
distances between the fixed nodes and on degree of granulation of the test venue. The
procedure of the weights’ assignment should be repeated for the rest of two fixed nodes
of the system. As a result every cell of the intersection area will have three assigned
weights. Based on these assigned weights, total weight should be calculated for every
cell of the intersection area. Total weights are substituted to the weighted arithmetic
mean formula for calculation of CoG of the intersection area. It is necessary to mention
here that distribution of weights within the intersection area may be subordinated to
more complex rules. Both the distribution of weights and calculation of their total values
should be investigated in more details.
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Figure 6.1: Usage of the distance(RSSI) relation for calculation of CoG of an intersection area
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6.3 Suggestions for future research
In Section 2.4 two research concepts have been proposed. One of the concepts leverages
an automatic movement for simplifying the calibration procedure. Another one leverages
the ROCRSSI range-free localization technique operating with fixed nodes that are spatially
distributed into emitters and receivers. In the same section research questions have been
stated. The questions address impact of the proposed concepts on the localization accuracy of
the system. In order to wholly investigate the two proposed research concepts and answer
with more confidence the stated research question the localization strategies formulated in
Section 3.3 should be tested more thoroughly.
The formulated localization strategies can be tested either with the help of the implemented
Android-based ILS or of any newly created system (for instance, of a BLE smart dongle-based
ILS). For the thorough test of the localization strategies the following lines of investigations
are proposed (description of already conducted experiments is provided in detail in Section
5.3):
1. Experiments in application center: The application center of Fraunhofer IPA represents
an environment that is very similar to a factory shop floor including a conveyor and
machines and that is used for demonstrating and show-casing new technology. The
conveyor is composed of separate movable segments that form a U-shape in the middle
of the application center. The width of the application center is about 10 m, the length –
about 35 m. The application center has its ceiling on the level of ceiling of the second
floor (counting from the ground floor). Because of its similarity to a factory shop floor
the application center is of interest of conducting experiments. The implemented ILS
and its localization strategies should be tested there.
2. Localization nearby the walls: While actual locations of the tag being in the middle of the
test venues have been examined during the experiments, the area that adjoins the walls
of the test venues (around 1.5 m away from the walls in the meeting room and around
2 m away from the walls in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building)
has remained uncovered. In order to get a complete picture of the system’s localization
ability all over the test venues, the area nearby the walls should be examined as well.
3. Degree of granulation: During configuration of experiments conducted in this master’s
research their test venues have always been equally granulated onto the cells. Namely,
size of every cell always came to 0.32 m (width) and 0.31 m (length). Degree of granula-
tion (the size of the cells) has been fixed for all of the conducted experiments in order
to have a chance to compare their results objectively. Thorough investigation of the
proposed localization strategies demands examination of other degrees of granulation.
As a result, the degree of granulation providing the best localization accuracy for the
particular test venue should be determined.
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4. Schemes of nodes’ deployments: One scheme of spatial deployment of nodes (anchors and
reference nodes) may operate better than another one. In this master’s research schemes
of nodes’ deployments were repeated from one session of experiments to another one
conducted in the same test venue. Such a constancy has allowed to perform impartial
evaluation in the end. However, other schemes of nodes’ deployments should be also
investigated. For instance, anchors could be distanced a bit farther away from the walls
or some of them could be even placed in the middle of the test venue. Since reference
nodes of the implemented ILS are represented by BLE beacons that are comparatively
cheap, the number of reference nodes can be significantly increased. As a result, the
reference nodes could be deployed, for example, in a form of a grid covering the whole
test venue.
5. Number of nodes: This line of investigations is directed to determine optimal numbers
of nodes (anchors and reference nodes) that are able to provide required localization
accuracy at test venues of different sizes. Experiments should be conducted for different
localization strategies and should consider the degree of granulation and the scheme of
nodes’ deployment that have shown the best localization accuracy during the previous
stages of experiments.
6. Localization strategies 2 and 4: In this research the named two localization strategies that
leverage an automatic movement for simplifying the system calibration procedure have
been tested in the classroom that is situated in the clean room building. The tests have
shown ambiguous results (see Sections 5.3.7 and 5.3.8). Besides of testing the strategies
in the application center they should be also additionally tested in the classroom that is
situated in the clean room building.
7. Localization strategy 5: In this research four from the proposed five localization strategies
have been tested. The only one localization strategy that has remained untested is the
localization strategy 5 that utilizes fingerprints obtained with the help of an automatic
movement and anchors only. Since the localization strategy 5 operates with preliminary
acquired fingerprints and does not use real time RSSI measurements from reference
nodes, the strategy could help to evaluate influence of changes within the test venue
(moving humans, equipment facilities placed in a new way etc.) on the localization
accuracy of the system.
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A Definition of terms
Actual location of the tag is a point of a test venue where the tag is currently placed. Co-
ordinates of the actual location of the tag are known to the system and are used for
comparison with coordinates of estimated location of the tag in order to calculate
localization error.
Anchor is a BLE compatible Android smartphone serving as signals’ receiver. Coordinates
of anchors are known to the system and are used for implementation of localization
algorithm. In the client-server architecture of the system anchors play role of clients.
Estimated location of the tag represents coordinates of the tag calculated by the system.
Fingerprint is a spatially anchored RSSI. Coordinates of fingerprints are calculated during
the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure and are used for implementation of localization
algorithm. Together with reference nodes, fingerprints play role of reference points of
the system.
Fixed node is a generic name of a node that represents a spatial merge of an anchor and a
reference node.
Reference node is a BLE beacon serving as signals’ emitter. Coordinates of reference nodes
are known to the system and are used for implementation of localization algorithm.
Together with fingerprints, reference nodes play role of reference points of the system.
Reference point is a point of a test venue which coordinates and related RSSI are known
to the system. As reference points, reference nodes and fingerprints are able to serve.
Reference points are used for implementation of localization algorithm (namely, for rings’
and circles’ construction that underlies the exploited ROCRSSI localization technique).
Tag is a standard BLE beacon that plays role of an asset (sought) beacon.
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TerrainData
«column»
*PK terrainId: INTEGER
* terrainName: VARCHAR(255)
* terrainWidth: FLOAT(5)
* terrainLength: FLOAT(5)
* numOfCellsWidth: INTEGER
* numOfCellsLength: INTEGER
«PK»
+ PK_TerrainData(INTEGER)
NodesDeployment
«column»
*PK nodesDeploymentId: INTEGER
* nodesDeploymentName: VARCHAR(255)
* numOfAnchors: INTEGER
* numOfReferenceNodes: INTEGER
*FK terrainId: INTEGER
«PK»
+ PK_NodesDeployment(INTEGER)
«FK»
+ terrainId(INTEGER)
Node
«column»
*pfK id: INTEGER
* nodeId: INTEGER
* nodeType: INTEGER
*FK nodesDeploymentId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ id(INTEGER)
+ nodesDeploymentId(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_Node(INTEGER)
Experiment
«column»
*PK experimentId: INTEGER
* experimentName: VARCHAR(255)
*FK nodesDeploymentId: INTEGER
* conveyorEnabled: BIT
 FK fingerprintsCollectionId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ fingerprintsCollectionId(INTEGER)
+ nodesDeploymentId(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_Experiment(INTEGER)
CurrentExperiment
«column»
*PK currentExperimentId: INTEGER
* actualLocationEnabled: BIT
* actualLocationX: FLOAT(5)
* actualLocationY: FLOAT(5)
*FK experimentId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ experimentId(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_CurrentExperiment(INTEGER)
ScanResult
«column»
*PK id: INTEGER
* address: VARCHAR(255)
* rssi: INTEGER
* time: B IGINT
* scannerAddress: VARCHAR(255)
* location: INTEGER
* higherRssiAddress: VARCHAR(255)
* lowerRssiAddress: VARCHAR(255)
*FK currentExperimentId: INTEGER
«PK»
+ PK_ScanResult(INTEGER)
«FK»
+ currentExperimentId(INTEGER)
TagEstimatedLocation
«column»
*PK id: INTEGER
* x: FLOAT(9)
* y: FLOAT(9)
* numOfInvolvedScanResults: INTEGER
* errorX: FLOAT(9)
* errorY: FLOAT(9)
* error: FLOAT(9)
* maxNumOfEstimationsReached: BIT
*FK currentExperimentId: INTEGER
«PK»
+ PK_TagEstimatedLocation(INTEGER)
«FK»
+ currentExperimentId(INTEGER)
ConveyorDeployment
«column»
*PK conveyorDeploymentId: INTEGER
* conveyorDeploymentName: VARCHAR(255)
* numOfSections: INTEGER
*FK terrainId: INTEGER
«PK»
+ PK_ConveyorDeployment(INTEGER)
«FK»
+ terrainId(INTEGER)
ConveyorSection
«column»
*PK rowId: INTEGER
* sectionId: INTEGER
* xBeginning: FLOAT(5)
* yBeginning: FLOAT(5)
* xEnd: FLOAT(5)
* yEnd: FLOAT(5)
* length: FLOAT(5)
* speed: FLOAT(5)
*FK conveyorDeploymentId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ conveyorDeploymentId(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_ConveyorSection(INTEGER)
FingerprintsCollection
«column»
*PK collectionId: INTEGER
* collectionName: VARCHAR(255)
*FK conveyorDeploymentId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ conveyorDeploymentId(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_F ingerprintsCollection(INTEGER)
AbstractNode
«column»
*PK id: INTEGER
* address: VARCHAR(255)
* x: FLOAT(5)
* y: FLOAT(5)
«PK»
+ PK_AbstractNode(INTEGER)
Fingerprint
«column»
*pfK id: INTEGER
* acquis itionS tartT ime: BIGINT
* rssi: INTEGER
* time: B IGINT
* scannerAddress: VARCHAR(255)
*FK fingerprintsCollectionId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ fingerprintsCollectionId(INTEGER)
+ id(INTEGER)
«PK»
+ PK_F ingerprint(INTEGER)
estimated_location_scan_results
«column»
*FK scanResultId: INTEGER
*FK estimatedLocationId: INTEGER
«FK»
+ estimatedLocationId(INTEGER)
+ scanResultId(INTEGER)
+nodesDeploymentId
1 ..*
(nodesDeploymentId = nodesDeploymentId)
«FK»
+PK_NodesDeployment
1
+terrainId 1 ..*
(terrainId = terrainId)
«FK»
+PK_TerrainData 1
+id 1
(id = id)
«FK»
+PK_AbstractNode
1
+fingerprintsCollectionId 0 ..*
(fingerprintsCollectionId = collectionId)
«FK»
+PK_F ingerprintsCollection 1
+experimentId
1 ..*
(experimentId = experimentId)
«FK»
+PK_Experiment
1
+estimatedLocationId 1 ..*
(estimatedLocationId = id)
«FK»
+PK_TagEstimatedLocation 1
+currentExperimentId 0 ..*
(currentExperimentId = currentExperimentId)
«FK»
+PK_CurrentExperiment 1
+terrainId
0 ..*
(terrainId = terrainId)
«FK»
+PK_T errainData
1
+conveyorDeploymentId
*
(conveyorDeploymentId = conveyorDeploymentId)
«FK»
+PK_ConveyorDeployment
1
+ id 1
(id = id)
«FK»
+PK_AbstractNode
1
+nodesDeploymentId *
(nodesDeploymentId = nodesDeploymentId)
«FK»
+PK_NodesDeployment 1
+fingerprintsCollectionId
0 ..*
(fingerprintsCollectionId = collectionId)
«FK»
+PK_F ingerprintsCollection
1
+conveyorDeploymentId 1 ..*
(conveyorDeploymentId = conveyorDeploymentId)
«FK»
+PK_ConveyorDeployment 1 +currentExperimentId 0 ..*
(currentExperimentId = currentExperimentId)
«FK»
+PK_CurrentExperiment 1
+scanResultId
0 ..*
(scanResultId = id)
«FK»
+PK_ScanResult
1
Figure B.1: DMD of the server’s DB
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Android c lient
Server
AsyncCallReadConveyorsDeploymentsDataWS
AsyncCallReadLastTagEstimatedLocationWS
AsyncCallWriteFingerprintDataWS
AsyncCallWriteNodesDeploymentDataWS
AsyncCallWriteScanResultWS
DB
GUI
GridScan
MainActivity
CommunicationWithDatabase
Communication with DB
ServiceFingerprintsAcquisition
ServiceOperationWithDevices
Communication with DB
WebServiceClient
Other "Write" and "Read" asynchronous 
tasks are also provided in the system. All 
of them are intended for web services 
invocations, which themselves are 
performed from the WebServiceClient 
class.
Figure C.1: Overview of components used in the following sequence diagrams121

MainActivityGUI WebServiceClient CommunicationWithDatabase DB
A user selects a test 
venue from the 
spinner (dropdown list)
AsyncCallReadConveyorsDeploymentsDataWS
Read data of conveyors' deployments that relate 
to the test venue with provided ID
Data of related conveyors' deployments
Fill out corresponding spinner on 
the screen, where the spinner with 
provided ID is situated, by the 
names of obtained conveyors' 
deployments
Fill out corresponding spinner on the 
screen, where the spinner with provided 
ID is situated, by the "No available 
deployments" text
alt 
[!deploymentsData.isEmpty()]
[else]
Client-server communication
1.4 wsInvocationList(): List<Object>
1.2 execute(an object that comprises IDs of
the spinner and the test venue)
1.11
1.0
1.9 :List<Object> deploymentsData
1.7 :Query query
1.5 H ttpT ransportSE .call("http://pkg/readConveyorsDeploymentsData",
SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope)
1.3 invokeReadRelatedDataWS(test venue's ID,
"readConveyorsDeploymentsData" ): List<Object>
1.12
1.1 onItemSelected()
1.10 conveyorsDeploymentsDataHasBeenGot
(spinner's ID , List<Object> deploymentsData)
1.8 :SoapObject serverResponse
1.6 createQuery(): Query
Figure C.2: Sequence diagram illustrating load of GUI data by the example of reading data of conveyors’ deployments that relate to the test venue with provided ID
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MainActivityGUI WebServiceClient CommunicationWithDatabase DB
A user presses "Create" 
button
Write formed NodesDeployment 
object to the DBFormed string representing data of the nodes' 
deployment that has been written to the DB
Toast: an ERROR occured while 
writing to DB!
AsyncCallWriteNodesDeploymentDataWS
"Read related data from DB"
scenario
Client-server communication
Read data of currently available nodes' 
deployments that relate to the test 
venue with provided ID in order to 
renew the single spinner (dropdown list) 
of nodes' deployments
"Write data to DB" scenario
Write configured anchors to the DB
"Write data to DB" scenario
Write configured reference nodes 
to the DB
Read data of the parent test venue (an instance 
of the TerrainData DB entity)
alt 
[An error occured while writing to DB]
[else]
loop (6)
loop (6)
1.10 :String serverResponse
1.8 save()
1.6 load(): TerrainData
1.15 AsyncCallWriteNodeDataWS.execute(Node referenceNode)
1.4 wsInvocationPrimitive(): String
1.13 AsyncCallReadNodesDeploymentsDataWS.execute(test venue's ID)
1.2 execute(NodesDeployment
nodesDeployment)
1.11 afterNodesDeploymentDataSending
(String serverResponse)
1.0
1.9 :SoapPrimitive serverResponse
1.7 :TerrainData
1.5 H ttpT ransportSE .call("http://pkg/writeNodesDeploymentData",
SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope)
1.14 AsyncCallWriteNodeDataWS.execute(Node anchor)
1.3 invokeWriteNodesDeploymentDataWS(data of the
nodes' deployment, "writeNodesDeploymentData"): String
1.12 show()
1.1 nodesDeploymentCreateButtonOnClick()
Figure C.3: Sequence diagram illustrating persisting of data by the example of writing data of a nodes’ deployment
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MainActivityGUI ServiceOperationWithDevices AsyncCallWriteScanResultWS WebServiceClient CommunicationWithDatabase DB
Write formed ScanResult object 
to the DB
Write the formed TagEstimatedLocation 
object to the DBFormed string representing data of the scan 
result that has been written to the DB
AsyncCallReadLastTagEstimatedLocationWS
Toast: an ERROR occured while writing to DB!
Read the last tag's estimated location
The last tag's estimated location
Toast: max number of estimations reached! 
Please stop the scan!
Toast: tag's estimated location 
has not been received!
Broadcast receiver
A user starts scan 
for BLE devices
A user stops scan 
for BLE devices
intent = new Intent(Context, 
ServiceOperationWithDevices.class)
The SoapPrimitive object is transformed 
to a string and forwarded further
Graphical representation of the 
current experiment is redrawn
loop (100)
loop 
alt 
[An error occured while writing to DB]
[else]
alt 
[lastTagEstimatedLocation != null]
[else]
opt 
[Max number of estimations reached]
Client-server communication
Here the grid-scan algorithm is performed (if 
applicable). The grid-scan algorithm calculates the 
tag's estimated location. As a result, the 
TagEstimatedLocation object is formed.
{200 ms}
{0 ms}
{7 s}
1.2 startService(intent)
1.25 show()
1.32 onDestroy()
1.14 afterScanResultSending
(String serverResponse)
1.0
1.23 :TagEstimatedLocation
lastTagEstimatedLocation
1.30 stopScanButtonOnClick()
1.12 :SoapPrimitive serverResponse
1.21 :Query query
1.10 save()
1.19 H ttpT ransportSE.call("http:
//pkg/readLastTagEstimatedLocationData",
SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope)
1.8 wsInvocationPrimitive(): String
1.5 Runnable
stopScan()
1.28 show()
1.17 invokeLastTagEstimatedLocationWS
("readLastT agEstimatedLocationData"):
T agEstimatedLocation
1.3 Runnable
startScan()
1.26 onReceive()
1.15 show()
1.1 startScanButtonOnClick()
1.24 lastTagEstimatedLocationHasBeenGot
(TagEstimatedLocation lastTagEstimatedLocation)
1.31 stopService(intent)
1.13 :String serverResponse
1.22 :SoapObject serverResponse
1.29
1.11 save()
1.20 createQuery(): Query
1.9 H ttpT ransportSE .call("http://pkg/writeScanData",
SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope)
1.6 execute(ScanResult scanResult)
1.18 wsInvocationObject():
TagEstimatedLocation
1.7 invokeWriteScanResultWS(data of the scanResult, "writeScanData"): String
1.4 Runnable
stopScan()
1.27 redraw()
1.16 execute()
Figure C.4: Sequence diagram illustrating the scan procedure and the subsequent tag’s estimated location reading
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MainActivityGUI WebServiceClient CommunicationWithDatabase DB
Write formed Fingerprint object 
to the DB
Formed string representing data of the 
fingerprint that has been written to the DB
Toast: an ERROR occured while writing to DB!
A user starts acquisition
of fingerprints
A user stops acquisition 
of fingerprints
intent = new Intent(Context, 
ServiceFingerprintsAcquisition.class)
The SoapPrimitive object is transformed 
to a string and forwarded further
ServiceF ingerprintsAcquisition AsyncCallWriteFingerprintDataWS
Toast: fingerprints' acquisition procedure has been finished! 
Please press "Stop" button!
loop 
opt 
[current time > theoretical end time]
opt 
[timestamp <= theoretical end time]
opt 
[An error occured while writing to DB]
Client-server communication
{7 s}
{7 s}
1.1 fingerprintsAcquis itionStartButtonOnClick()
1.2 startService(intent)
1.11 :SoapPrimitive serverResponse
1.10 save()
1.13 afterF ingerprintDataSending
(String serverResponse)
1.17 stopService(intent)
1.4 Runnable
stopScan()
1.0
1.16 fingerprintsAcquisitionStopButtonOnClick()
1.15
1.7 wsInvocationPrimitive(): String
1.9 show()
1.5 execute(F ingerprint fingerprint)
1.14 show()
1.18 onDestroy()
1.8 H ttpT ransportSE .call("http://pkg/writeFingerprintData",
SoapSerializationEnvelope envelope)
1.12 :String serverResponse
1.6 invokeWriteF ingerprintDataWS(data of the fingerprint,
"writeF ingerprintData"): String
1.3 Runnable
startScan()
Figure C.5: Sequence diagram illustrating the fingerprints’ acquisition procedure
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1 5,32 1,57 0,96
1 1,80 1,00 0,73 50 1,22 1,48 0,29 5,32 1,98 1,21
2 2,60 1,00 0,73 50 0,62 0,37 0,45 1,12 0,80 0,15
3 3,40 1,00 0,73 50 0,63 0,90 0,08 3,84 1,14 1,19
4 1,80 2,60 0,73 50 0,83 1,39 0,70 2,81 1,70 0,62
5 2,60 2,60 0,73 50 1,04 1,61 0,58 3,55 2,05 0,67
6 3,40 2,60 0,73 50 0,75 1,30 0,16 2,37 1,56 0,57
7 1,80 4,20 0,73 50 0,38 0,65 0,26 1,92 0,82 0,32
8 2,60 4,20 0,73 50 1,22 1,24 0,15 3,97 1,79 0,94
9 3,40 4,20 0,73 50 1,45 1,55 0,19 4,29 2,26 1,06
3 4,03 1,43 0,66
1 1,80 1,00 0,73 50 0,88 1,52 0,32 3,30 1,85 0,85
2 2,60 1,00 0,73 50 0,44 1,62 1,14 4,03 1,71 0,53
3 3,40 1,00 0,73 50 0,55 1,70 1,47 2,77 1,82 0,34
4 1,80 2,60 0,73 50 0,47 0,67 0,21 2,60 0,96 0,55
5 2,60 2,60 0,73 50 0,73 0,70 0,23 2,23 1,11 0,49
6 3,40 2,60 0,73 50 0,38 0,43 0,08 1,21 0,64 0,27
7 1,80 4,20 0,73 50 0,36 1,59 0,72 2,31 1,66 0,35
8 2,60 4,20 0,73 50 0,28 1,30 0,34 2,31 1,34 0,46
9 3,40 4,20 0,73 50 1,30 0,99 1,05 3,66 1,77 0,57
Table D.1: Localization results of session 2
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1 9,19 4,05 2,05
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 90 2,32 3,11 0,19 7,82 4,18 1,93
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 90 1,21 3,27 0,69 8,99 3,61 2,60
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 100 1,22 2,69 0,26 7,06 3,15 2,02
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 100 2,61 1,92 1,94 5,13 3,47 0,83
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 100 2,45 4,29 1,05 6,87 5,03 1,48
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 100 1,62 2,18 0,40 6,95 2,95 1,34
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 100 1,99 3,87 0,68 9,19 4,60 2,49
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 100 2,32 2,65 0,37 7,89 3,66 1,76
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 100 4,29 3,68 2,47 8,68 5,81 1,69
3 6,15 2,96 1,38
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 50 3,28 1,98 2,06 5,90 3,98 1,01
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 50 0,81 4,28 2,85 6,15 4,46 0,92
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 50 0,83 1,46 0,12 3,67 1,82 1,04
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 50 1,60 0,86 0,91 3,71 1,90 0,76
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 50 1,64 0,58 0,63 3,08 1,79 0,60
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 50 3,19 0,51 2,28 4,31 3,27 0,62
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 50 1,77 1,08 0,80 3,52 2,17 0,66
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 50 1,13 2,03 1,01 3,80 2,35 0,65
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 50 4,14 2,46 4,29 5,34 4,89 0,33
Table D.2: Localization results of session 3
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Test venue: classroom
in the clean room building
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of the tag Estimated location of the tag
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1 7,44 3,61 1,46
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 100 0,75 2,86 2,31 3,49 3,03 0,58
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 100 2,27 2,51 1,73 6,63 3,76 1,14
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 100 1,61 1,62 1,88 4,31 2,42 0,78
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 100 3,65 2,70 4,49 4,65 4,59 0,05
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 100 1,15 2,34 1,16 4,20 2,67 1,06
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 100 3,12 2,07 3,07 4,64 3,95 0,40
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 100 2,18 1,52 0,70 6,56 2,84 2,10
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 100 1,59 4,05 2,58 7,44 4,51 1,80
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 100 4,46 0,86 2,84 6,10 4,71 1,30
3 5,66 2,34 1,51
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 100 4,67 2,37 4,67 5,66 5,33 0,27
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 100 1,08 1,11 1,47 2,70 1,87 0,42
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 100 0,81 0,67 0,26 1,68 1,09 0,32
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 100 0,92 0,96 1,19 1,95 1,64 0,28
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 100 0,45 0,74 0,74 1,49 0,89 0,16
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 100 1,90 0,87 1,87 2,89 2,13 0,27
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 100 0,20 1,43 0,70 1,78 1,46 0,43
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 100 1,94 0,35 0,89 2,41 2,03 0,42
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 100 4,12 2,06 2,26 4,82 4,62 0,43
Table D.3: Localization results of session 4
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Test venue: classroom
in the clean room building
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2 7,51 2,67 1,47
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 100 1,83 0,18 1,79 2,14 1,85 0,06
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 100 2,24 0,79 1,69 4,23 2,46 0,41
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 100 4,61 1,95 4,76 5,22 5,00 0,14
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 100 1,15 0,47 0,99 1,39 1,27 0,18
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 100 0,70 1,13 0,24 3,05 1,37 1,02
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 100 3,18 1,91 1,44 7,51 3,85 1,44
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 100 0,54 1,93 1,22 3,85 2,01 0,58
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 100 1,43 1,87 0,33 4,05 2,45 1,13
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 100 3,45 0,84 1,07 7,09 3,71 1,31
4 5,97 2,36 1,07
1 6,25 8,55 0,73 100 2,77 0,84 2,35 5,11 2,92 0,61
2 4,15 8,55 0,73 100 0,66 1,78 1,36 2,35 2,02 0,21
3 2,05 8,55 0,73 100 0,59 2,88 0,34 5,92 2,98 1,57
4 6,25 5,75 0,73 100 1,24 1,01 0,69 2,50 1,83 0,34
5 4,15 5,75 0,00 100 1,61 2,18 0,09 4,34 2,71 1,60
6 2,05 5,75 0,73 100 1,41 1,18 0,96 5,97 2,15 1,16
7 6,25 2,95 0,73 100 2,29 1,70 1,74 3,58 2,91 0,44
8 4,15 2,95 0,00 100 0,88 0,97 1,15 2,71 1,39 0,31
9 2,05 2,95 0,73 100 0,69 2,01 1,23 3,42 2,36 0,75
Table D.4: Localization results of session 5
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Session 2 meeting room 1 5,32 1,57 0,96
3 4,03 1,43 0,66
Session 3 classroom
in the clean room
building
1 9,19 4,05 2,05
3 6,15 2,96 1,38
Session 4 classroom
in the clean room
building
1 7,44 3,61 1,46
3 5,66 2,34 1,51
Session 5 classroom
in the clean room
building
2 7,51 2,67 1,47
4 5,97 2,36 1,07
Table D.5: Localization results summary
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Acronyms
AOA angle of arrival. 19
API application programming interface. 45, 52, 53
APIT approximate point-in-triangulation test. 19
BLE Bluetooth low energy. 5, 13, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 36, 41, 42, 43, 45, 48, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57, 58,
59, 62, 70, 71, 82, 88, 103, 104, 105, 107, 109, 113
CoG center of gravity. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 38, 62, 63, 107
DB database. 15, 23, 24, 25, 34, 39, 41, 45, 46, 48, 60, 61, 62, 63, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 104
DMD data model diagram. 25, 60, 62
GUI graphical user interface. 15, 24, 41, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 58, 59, 62, 67, 68, 83, 106
ID identifier. 67, 68
ILS indoor locating system. 5, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 32, 33, 42, 43, 45, 50, 52, 57,
60, 67, 73, 78, 81, 94, 95, 97, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109
IR infrared. 13
LED light-emitting diode. 17
MES manufacturing execution system. 17, 18
RF radio frequency. 13, 18, 19, 41, 43, 103
ROCRSSI ring overlapping based on comparison of received signal strength indicators. 5,
14, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 39, 55, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 113
RSSI received signal strength indicator. 5, 13, 14, 15, 19, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 46, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 70, 71, 78, 79, 85, 88, 89, 94, 97, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
110, 113
RTLS real-time locating system. 17, 18
SIG Special Interest Group. 18
SME small and medium enterprise. 5, 13, 103, 106
SNR signal-to-noise ratio. 41, 42
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol. 67, 68, 69
TI Texas Instruments. 24, 43, 57, 79, 82, 86
TOA time of arrival. 19
UI user interface. 67
UML Unified Modeling Language. 15
WSN wireless sensor network. 19
kNN k-nearest neighbor. 19
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